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. PREFACE

In June .1978 the Secretary of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfaire transmitted-to Congress the "Report

- on the Appropriateness of the Federal Interagency Day Care

Requirements (FIDCR): Report of,Findings and Recommenda-

tions " pursuant to the provisions of the Social Services

Amendaents of 1974 (Public Law 93-647).

The mandate contained in Section 2002 (a) (9) (3) of

Title XX of the Social Security.Act required the Secretary

to submit to Congress "an evaluation of the appropriateness

of the requiraments...to7ether with any recommendations he

may have for modifications .ct. those requirements."

Definition of the word "appropriateness" was not pro-

vided by Cotagress in, p.L. 93-647 nor were criteria by

which the appropriateness of.the FIDCR might be evaluated.

In developing its approach to the preparation of the report,

therefore, the Department looked to the congressional-back-
ground of the intents and goals of Title XX and the FIDCR.

The Department decided that the report'should attempt

to answer.two fundamental questionsl_

1." Is the Federal regulation of 'day.care financed

under Title XX appropriate?

2. Are the specific requirements now imposed appro-.

priate?

In answering those questions the Department analyzed

data and issues along three parallel lines of inquiry:

the impact of the FIDCR on children4 families and providers,

examined in Chapter 2; the costs of imposing the FIDCR,

analyzed in Chapter 3; and the administration of the FIDCR

at all levels of government, discussed in Chapter 4.
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At the time)of transmittal the Department declared

its intention to publish three technical papers to expand

on these three major topics.

The present volume contains the technical paper pre-

pared to give additional data and more detailed analysii

of.the material in Chapter.4 of the report, "Administration

of the FIDCR."
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INTRO,UCTION

When Federal'regulations
are used as a device for

assuring the quality of social services that Americans

receive inevitable problems arise.. These problems spring

from two facts. First, the number of elements to be taken

into account when drafting such regulations is enormous

and, since they involve the infinite complexity of mil-

. lions_of individual lives, almost all the factors are.

variables. Second, while the regulations must cover an

endless number of critically different situations they

must also meet the comparatively rigid requirements of

the nation's legal system. A fundamental fact to remember

in considering the FIDCR then, is that stress and contro-

versy is inherent in any Federal regulatory situation and'

is not unique to the regulation of day care.

In the case of the FIDCR, the requirements
must meet

the needs of children and.parents from widely differing

backgrounds, be applicable to all parts of the country

and be comprehensible to hundreds of different Federal,

State and local officials. As a technical document, the

FIDCR must also be able to withstand legal challenges.

In addition, regulatory
systems must be self enforcing

in the sense that most of the people will be content to

obey the rules, without direct coercion most of-the time.

Therefore, the FIDCR must be perceived to be sufficiently

reasonable and practical,to earn the general consent of

those it affects.

Understanding the particular situation which exist's

concerning the Federal regulation of day care services

requires understanding
that the FIDCR have

created a regu-

latory role for the Federal Government.
It is important

to view the FIDCR within the context of the Federal

regulatory
experience to fully appreciate the complexities

of the present situation.
The TIDCR as a set of require-

ments is only one dimension of the day care regulatory

process. Ttieir existence requires that a host of concomi-

tant Federal level activities,related
to the development,
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implementation and administration of the requirements and

of other supportive and enforcement tasks take place. The

interplay of these various dimensions and 4he level of skill

and committment required to carry out these tasks all have

a bearing on how successful the regulations are in accom-

pliShing their objective.

This paper.will ahalyze and describe the FIDCR within

the broader coqtext of the Federal regulatory process.

Within this framework Section I will describe the F/DCR

as a legal document. and discuss how they relate to State

licensing codes. Section II will analyze the experience'

the Federal Government has had in developing and imple-

menting the FIDCR as a form of social service regulation

and Section III will discuss the ability the States have

shown to administer the regulations. ,



SECTION I; OVERVIEW OF DAY CARE REGULATION

In 1967 Congress passed a series of amendments :A.)

the Economic Opportunity Act, including a mandate far the

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and thc Direc-

tor of the Office of Economic Opportunity to estib:Ash

"insofar as possible, a common set of program standards

and regulations, and mechanisms for coordination at the

State and local levels" (P.L. 90-222, sec. 107(a)). In

January 1969r these officials,
with the concurrence of the

Secretary of Labor, published the Federal Interagency Day"

Care Requirements (FIDCR), "to coordinate certain programs

which provide day care." The F/DCR applied to virtually

all Federal day care then authorized by the Social Security

Act, the Ecpnomic Opportunity
Act, the Manpower Development

and Trainin4 Act, and Title I of the Elementary and Secon-

dary Education Act Ott the discretion of the States).

In 1975, enactment of Title XX of the Social Security

Act combined day care services previously authorized by

other titles under the new comprehensive
Social Services

program. The law incorporated an amended version of the

1968 FIDCR as funding requirements
for day care provided

under Title XX, Title IV-B, WIN Support Services, and

Title IV-A (Social Services to Guam, Puerto Rico, and

the Virgin Islands).

Technically,
there are now two sets of FIDCR: the

Title XX FIDCR, which cover day care supported with Fed-,

eral funds made available under Title XX, and the e)riginal

FIDCR promulgated
in 1968. As a practical matter, there

is little difference between thq two sets of regulations.

Title XX made only these relatively minor modifications

in the original FIDCR:
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- The educational requirements were.changed from

mandatory to optional;

- the child-staff
ratios for school age'children

were increased from 10 chi3drerf)to one adult to

15 to 1;
- the Secretary, exercising discretion granted by

Title XX, established child-staff
ratios of 1 to

1 for children under the age of six weeks and 4

'to 1 for children
under the age of three years.

Federal programs to which either the 1968 or Title

XX FIDCR apply are:
Q

- Department of Health, Education, and Welfare:

--Office of Education, Vocational Education

program
--Office of Human Development Services, Title XX,

IV-A/WIN, IV-A, Social Services, and IV-B

programs
- Department of Agriculture,

Child Care Food Pro-

gram (FIDCReopply under certain conditions)

-'Appalachian Regional Commission, Child Develop-

ment Centers
- Community Services Administration

(FIDCR may apply

to some programs)

- Department of Labor, Migrant and Seasonal Farm

Workers Program.
A

The programs administered by the Office of Human

Development Services account fOr the largest portion of the

Federal Government's
expenditures 'on direct funding of day

care. Of the billion apllars spent by the Federal Govern-

ment for day care servides, $500 million was-spent under

Title XX in 1977...-

The iaDCR prescribe conditions which States And

providers must meet if they are to receive Federal funds

for day care. section 2002 (2) (9) (A) of the Social

Security Act states that "no payment may be made with

respect to any expenditure in connection with the provi-

sion of any child day care service" unless the FIDCR

(as modified in that section) are met. Thus, adherence

to the FIDCR is clearly a condition for Federal Financial

Participation (FFP). Violation of any of the specific

regulatiohs identified in the FIDCR can result in denial

of Federal dollars,
retroactively as well as prospectively.

2
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As a matter of law, State administrative
units and,

child care providers must comply 100 percent with every

provision
of the FIDCR to be eligible for Federal funds.

Legally, the Federal Government
should not purchase care

that fails to meet all of these conditions.
Moreover, if

the Federal Government determines
that a State or day

care provider has received Federal
funds for care that

did not fully meet FIACR standards
it can require a re-

funding of the Federal monies. Provider compliance
with

the FIDCR is routinely determined
by the States, but the

Federal Government,
through the regional offices, has

the authority to audit the activities
of States and day

care providers.

The MCDCR are only one of many regulatory
actions

that have been taken out of concern for children in day

care.

Vertically,
there are three layers of day care

regulations:
at the Federal, State, and local levels.

Horizontally
the Federal Government

funds and

regulates
day care programs through the Departments

of

HEW, Agriculture,
Defense, Labor, and Housing and Urban

Development;
the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

and the Com-

1.unity Services Adtltnistration.
The 1968 FIDCR apply to

some of thase programs, the Title XX FIDCR to others, and

the Department
of Defense regulates

its own program. At

the State and local levels there are several regulatory

bureaucracies
concernea witn day care, each acting under

their own separate statutory mandates, supported by

separate constituencies,
sending separate inspectors,

with separate perspectives
and training, looking for sep-

arate things. For example:

The fire safety and building safety systems, some-

times combined/
sometimes separate/ sometimes

operating
under a uniform State code, vmetimea

having the power to add additional
local restric-

tions. These regulators
are usually local

building inspedtors,
and sometimes fire department

officials,
operating under State authority to

protect property
and life from the danger of

holocaust.
Some States have a separate day

care code; many others apply school or institu-

tional codes.
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Local health officials, often acting under an

undetermined
number of different State codes,

promulgated in response to'a State statutory

mandate to protect against the spread of disease.

Codes applied are seldom specific to day care;

they are most likely to be appropriate for hos-

pitals or restaurants (Morgan, 1976, Aronson and

Pizzo, 1976).

St. ti) or local day care licensing staff, acting

on sLAndards
developed by a State or local agency,

usually Welfare, but sometimes Heclth, an Office

of Child Development, or, rarely, Education. The

staff and constituency are concerned for children

in day care, and likely to be knowledgeable about

it.

Local zoning codes, sometimes applied inadver-

tently to da-i care (as when day care is not

permitted because it is not listed in a list of

permitted uses); and sometimes applied quite

directly, (as when regulating the'amount'of out-

door play space) (see also, Table 1).

This lack of system, which can be costly to day care,

.is beyond the direct control of the Congress. With im-

proved Federal leadership and technical assistance, the

States might be able to streamline and coordinate these

processes. .

State Standards

The FIDCR are Purchase-of-service
requirements that

prescribe conditionS programs must meet to be eligible

for Federal funds. /They should not be confused with

State licensing standards, though they often are. State

licensing
standards are State regulations which prescribe

the minimum standards of performance a day cure program

must meet to operate legally. In some States day care

facilities operated by public agencies, religious organi-

zations or shopping centers are not subject to ttate

. standards (Lawrence.Johnson
and Associates, 1978).

If a day care program, subject to State,standardi,
is not

licensed, it is doing business illegally. Each State

has its own licensing standards and they vary in content.

4
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.TABLE 1 (Continued)
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Standards may include all or some of the following com-

ponents:

--health and safety regulations

- programmatic requirements
- indications of quality for programmatic components

- administrative'requitementS
- funding requirements
- environmental and physical structure specifica

tions 0

- staffing requirements..

The variations in licensing standards from State to

State often have been a point of controversy and the de-

bate relates to the larger question'of'whether the regula-

tion of federally sponsored day care shouldnbe a Federal.

,or State responsibility. Those who take a States rights

position agree that variation is inevitable and healthy.

.
It is inevitable, in this view, because each of the SQ

States has its own State 'culture', its own history and

policies, its own demographic and geographic characteris-

ticsl'and its own day care needs. Variation it seen as

healthy because permitting the States to determine their ,

own mandatory quality enables them to-write regUlations

which are responsive to local needs and realities. And,

the.hrgument continues, States are Is concerned et0 the.

Federal Government.about ensuring, the safety and health

of their Childrenc

Those who are uneasy about State-to-State variations,

or who oppose them vehemently, support a more universal

definition of quality and look to the-Federal Government

to define and demand quality. Their,position is based

on the belief that catering to local interests at the--

StrIte leVel may mean that children's right4 &nd needs

aT3 subordinated to other-contiderations. 'They cite as

c 0 example, the need for a Fedexal role 'to secure the

ivil rights' of.minority groups.

The argument of State vs. Federal rights is both a

philosophical and political-Issue. It is an argument

which will continue for as long as the Federal Government

continues to assume:a regulatory role.
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The FIDCR and State Licensing Standards:

5i5Faialveness

All day care subject to the FIDCR must first comply

with State licenisng standards. Licensing standards are

t necessary condition for regulating the quality of day

care, but are they sufficient to insure the_uniform

minimum level of program performance acceptable to the

Federal Government? Prior to 1968, State licensing

standards would not, on the whole, have promoted the

level of program performance the FIDCR promote. State

standards were not adequate in that many had no require-

ments for centers and family day care homes and many did

not addrerso the same core component elements as-the FIDCR.

Since 1968, changes In State standards have been

numerous and significant. In 1976, Pacific Consultants

reported that only 10 States were ".;.still using center

or.home standards which 'were develdised in 1968 or earlier...."

It appears that the existence of tho FIDCR was a factor in

, States decisions-to revise their standards (Pacific Con-

sultants, 1976, p. 104). Another.factor was .the existence

of the model licensing codes developed by thebffice of

Child Development in' 1972. Change, however, has not

necessarily meant that StatelStandards have developed

aCcording-to the FIDCR model. 'Some States, such as Mas-

sachusetts, developed standards that are more stringent

and cOmpeehensive_than-ths-FIDCR.
'Other States developed,

_7-1tes-stringent'standards.
Mississippi, for example, re-

vised ',tilecenter.child care licensing standards in 1975

but eltacted not to establish roquired child-staff ratios

(PacifieConsul,tants,
1976) . Conrc:ticu/. recommends but

does not require adherence to its child-statf ratios. It

Idaho various jurisdictions'are
debating whether they

have the authority to apply enforcement sanctions for,

violation of their standards.

Research data on current State licensing standards

are incomplete and frequently.contradictory.
Even where

reliable data do exist, it is difficult to compare the

requirements of"the FIDCR with those of the State licens-

ing standards. ,

Ono reason for this difficulty is that State atan-

dards often incorporate local code requirements for fire,

health, building safety and sometimes zoning. These local

standards are not developed and implemented by one agency,

which causes contradictions and problems of coordination

8
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in applying them. Moreover, many communities apply the

local public school, restaurant, and hospital standards,

and'thess are frequently inappropriate to a day care

environment (Morgan, 1976; and Aronson and Pizzo, 1976).

Another reason for the di2ficu1ty in comparing stan-

dards is that States differ with respect to what components,

of a day care program they regulate.

CENTER CARE: Almost all States and the Federal

Government regulate some components of child-staff ratios

and environmental, administrative, health end'safety and

educational aspects of a day care center program. Not all

States, however, regulate the same aspects of the program's

components.
Information from the Lawrence Johnson, Asso-

ciates survey of 1977 State standards (-1978) illustrates

this point.

- Child-staff ratios: While all States have iden-

urrwramumpror ratios, they do not all have

established ratios for children of various ages:

.17 States and the District of Columbia do riot have

ratios Zor infants and toddlers, six States'do not

-have ratios for.the two-year-old child, five States

lor'the three- and four-year-old child, 11 Stktes

for the,five-year-old
child, and 21 States for ,

school-aged children (see Table 2) .

-. Group size: Of 41 States including the District

of Columbia (where information 4.s available), 31

regulate grotp size. However, of these 31: only 12

States establish group sizes for children of all ages;

15 States regulate group size only if a child is

age one and'a half or older, one State only if the

child is age three months or older, and two States

'-only.if. the child is six weeks or older. ,

- Health re uirements: Missouri-is the only State

which does not have day care standarda(that require

a child to have either a health exam or to be im-

runized. Oi the 50 dates and the-District-of

Columbia which do have health requirements: nine

States do not require any medical exams (physical,.

TB, dental'or hearingY and 10 States do not requiie

a child to be immunized. States which do require

a child to be immunized vary as to what immuniza-

tions they require: 18 States do not require

immunization for measles, 22 for whooping cough,

9
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TABLE 2 Staff Child Ratios - Day Care Centers
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WiseOnSist 3 4 6 10 12 16 16 .

Wyoming 5 S 0 10 15 20 25-
SOUKS: Laqtevce John4on And Associates, 0.nc., Comparat.ve Licensing Study, 1978.
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39 for amallpbx,
19.for polio,

19 for diphtheria

and 21 ior tetanus.,
(see Table 3).

Only two States have no medical
requirements for day

care center-staff.
As Table 4 illustrates

there is

great variation in what health components
for staff

are regulated (see Table 4).

Ak On the whole, States do not support the establishment ,

of 'licensing requirements for social,services,
parent.in-

volvement and program evaluation.

FAMILY'DAY CABE: All,States have standards for family

day scare homes, but in five States these standards apply

only if the home is providing federally
funded care. Six

other States apply standards
only if the number of childrin

ln care exceeds: one child (one State), two children 'ur'

States), three.children
(one State). As in the case of

standaids for day care centersu Stat3s vary as to what

specific day care components they regulate.

- Child-staff ratios: Child-staff
ratios and group

s ze requirements
in family

day.care are usually

the same because it is expected that there will

'only be One group and one ,caregiver.
Six States

have no ratio or group size requirements.

- Health r iraments: Fifteen states including the

Distr ct of. Columbia do not require that a child

receive a medical
examiniEron or be immunized..

Of the. 36 States which do have somethealth re-

quirements,
four do not require any medical

examinations
and eight do not require any immuni-

zations:
For the States which*, roc:14re medical

examinations:
27 States

require a physical, only

eight require a TB exam,
only two a dental exam,

one a hearing exam,
and six States specify "other

-medical exams." For the states which require

immunizations
only. 13 require a child to be'

immunized agains.t. the measles, only 12 against

whooping cough, only six against smallpox, 13

against
poli4.1 13 c.gainst diptheria, 13 against

tetanus and 16 States require "other immuniza-

tions." Forty-four States and the District of

Columbia have medical requirements
for a family

day'care operator.

11
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TABLE 3 Child
Health Requirements

for Children in

Day Care Centers

t Les

Alabama
Alaska
Aristasa

.qkadLas
California
Colotado
Connecticut
Delaware
DistriCt of Columbi

Plosida
Leofyie
Hawaii
Idahu
Illinois

Indiana
IWald

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maiyland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

sI

Waiver
of
Require-
meats

Admission
of
Children
Under 21)

,

Admission-of
Handicapped
only if:

.

Medical Examinations

, -

mmunixations

3

i
.N

2t
A

r

//

Rel. or

Med.

Waiver
ofs

Physi.-

cal Tb Dental

Wear*
1ny Other.,

.

Required

To by
Received-
I. of
Enrollment

J

1
.4

J

.1

3

kihl/A1AVIIAiliiii.4allii),.
0

1

41,

A

i
4
'3

..ioi.v31.1:4J '4

8

0 11
.

".-7

r-

M

.0
...,

tif

sr

w

"

,1

I
0
h.
14

M
m

-4-1---

r .. ,/

r
r

r

r---

1
1

r
r

rrr
rr

I //
/

//
1

/
1

I / . I I / 1

/

/ /
1//
i

//
/
/ I

/

r
1

/

7----

I

I

/

I

T1-7--I-

V

/

/

/

/ /
I
7

/
-

/ 1
,

r--

/
/
1

/

I.

-7-
/
I

I

1
I*
1

.

I I
1

I
1
/
1

/
/

I
/
I/

V

1
-I---
/

I/

1 .
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TABLE '3 (Continued)

.

".

Stater

'Waiver
of
Mogul's-

manta

&Miss!
Of
Children
Undar 2,

Admission of

Handicapped
only afs

I
-

Medical Examinations

0

Immunizations

i

1

Nal. or

Med.

Waiver
ofs

Fhysi-
cal

)

11 Dental

1

Near-
lag Other

.

**gutted

lb be

Received-
Mos. of

Enrollment

1
.0

i

t.
I

i

ill
4

0 i 1 i 1
0
..1

j I

1

1

3

i

1
gi4..40

1

g

i
.-4

4::

N

4

rMississippi '

Miseouri
Montana
Nebraska

V

/

V
V

V

.

V

/
V
V
V

V

V
/
V

V'

VViiiiiie
V1V1

,

V.

V

V

Nevada
Muw liampahire

New Jersey
New Mexico
Maw York
North Carolina
North Dakota

Ohio

1

V

1

V

, I
V

1 v r. 7-47-7
/ V V

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Mhode Leland

...

V

/

V

V
V

Care

1

Noses in

V

South
V

V

V

1

1

tit
Caiaina

/
V

e___L.L.:

V

I

V

/ if
/

4

._,--/

!I,
if

r
V

V

South Carolina
South thikota

Tennessee
Texan

V
V
V

No

V

Further M.quAreisdntt

V

V

V.
V
V

ne

V

V

for

V

FasIly Day

Utah
Vermont
Vir ginia.
Wasniton

V
V
V

/
V ,
V
V

/
V
V

Neat 'Virginia

Wisconsin
Wyoming

V

/

V V

sumo:Et Lawrence Johnson and Aesuciates,
Inc., Comparative

Liceneing Study, 1978.
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TABLE 4 Health Requirements fox Child Care Staff and

Volunteers,

I

I

Other Staff

---.' Mad:
Emma

Chest
X-Ray

TS
Exam.

for Int.

Para-
sites

VO

Exam
Blood
Test

Mental
Health Other

Food
MILIP.

dlers
Permit. Other

-

States

;
...
m

.

.4

:
.4

I
.
4
Z

.4
1

.

.41

Z
.4 1

m

.
1.
m

.

.
4
...
m

.
1:..

.0
3

.2

i
.1

*:,
....

4

i
..
1.

-
3
4i

Alabaas V tf
-

Alaska 0 0 0 0 0 0

Arizona V V V
.

Arkansas v ./ 0 0 /-
Glib:mu /
Colorado ',/

Connecticut = /

V

/
,/./
V

V.

V

/
.

V

Delaware .1 .1

District of Columbia
Florida .1 ,/,/,/,/ .

7.

.

,/

Georgia / /0 o o 0 .

julli ,/ ./ ,/ /
Idaho

d i
0 0 0 0

Illinois .1 o o I /- V
.

Indiana V V ./ !' V ',/ V

Iowa 1 0 0 0 0 ./

Sarum * e

Rant Ucky ./ o d / 1,. /
Louisiana -,

Maine ,

V

/
V/0V '

o
V

v".' ,

,

Nary
.

.

Massachusetts / ,/ ,/ -

Michigan. / 0 o V V

sots V . 0 0 V

Mississippi 0 0 0 0.

Missouri
Nibraska

./

0

./

0

///'.1
a 0 0 0

.

Nevada VVVVVV
Hew Hampshire IV / 'V / v

Nbw ersey //00// ,,

Hew Maxine . V./
v I

/./././
r r r

,

.2r.-12,k
Nortm Carolina 0 0 0 0 .

Mokth Dakota //o600
Ohio.
Oklahoma

VVVVVV
V V 0000. .

Oregon 0,0 1/ i i

Pennsylvania //OOP/
Rhoda Island .1 ,/ o /

-u aim " . V

Much Dakota
Tennessee

V

V

0

V
0

V

,

V .1

Texas 1///// V .1

Utah 0 ./ -V V V V V V

Vormont V V /

Virginia ,/ /00,/,/ ,/,/,/,/
Slash ington 00/VV./ ,/ V

Virginie VVVVVV V / / V,west
Wisconsin
Wyman,'

i

r

V

r

i
0 0

/

r

r
/ _

i r
r/Vr

SOURCE: Lawrence Johnson and Associates, Inc., Comparative Licensing Study, 1978.
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- Staff requirements:
Eight States have no identilied

requirements for family day care operators. An

additional six,States have only age requirements

,for staff.

'
For the other components of.the FILCR, forty-six

States and the District of Columbia have education re-

quirements,
forty-five States have ethergency require-

ments, forty-seven States have nutritional requirements

and administrative record keeping requirements. There

is little similarity between the other components of the

FIDCR and State standards for family day care homes.

410

IN-HOME CARE: only 20 States have any requirements

for in-home care. The FIDCR do hot include standards

for in-home care and rely on States to develop this type

of regulation.

The :IDCR and State Licensing Standards: Extensiveness

The fact that a State licensing standard has require-

ments for the same components as the.FIDCR does not speak,

to either the adequacy or specificity of that requirement.

Compounding the difficulties of comparikg State standards

to the FIDCR isthe fact that the FIDCR and.State licensing

standards'are not-gra-cite documents. The vagUeness of

the language in the PIDCR, and in most of the licensing

standards,
allows for Conflicting interpretations.

State

licensing standards and the FIDCR classify similar func-

tions under different groups
and do not have a common set

of definitions.
States do not always regulate the tame

aspects of a particular component and it is frequently

difficult to determine if the elements being regulated ,

are comparable in importance.

Finally, not all States rely on licensing requireL

ments to articulate the extent of their efforts to control

the quality of day care programs.
Some States ensure that

specific activities take place through non-regulatory

_processes: e.g., program management, guidance materials.

15
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The child-staff ratio requirements
identified in

the F/DCR and State codes are among.the most easily mea- ,

surable of the regulatory provisions.
Yet even here

problems exist in determining comparability.
The prolI-

lam is establishing just what the ratios are intended to

represent. Who, for example, should be counted as staff:

all of the center staff or only those individuals who

work some percentage of their time with children? How

should ratios be computed: on the basis df center en-

rollment or on the basis of average daily attendance?

How States aptly the FIDCR
ratios is an essential

component in defining ratios. To illustrate the impor-

tance of this issue consider a hypothetical case of two

States. State A has an established child-staff ratio for

three-year-olds
of 6, to 1 while State B's child-staff

ratios for the same'age
child is 4 to 1. State A requires

that the 6 to 1 ratio be applied counting only those staff

in a center who spend the majority (at least 75%) of their

time working directly with children and that the ratios

be based 'In the total enrollment of'the children in the

program. State B, writhe child-staff
xatio of 4 to 1,

does not specify what staff should be included 'in detag-

mining compliance or whether ratios should be computed

based on total-enrollment
or average daily attendance.

Comparing the States only by 'their identified childstaff

1.91 ratios, State-13 would appear to have higher,standards

than State A. Taking into consideration the conditions

each State has identified for applying these ratios, how-

ever, may render a very different verdict. State A's

ratios could,be considered more stringent. Not putting

any condition; on what staff should be included in the

head count means that State B could include staff who

have no contact'with
children at all, e.g., cooks, book-

keepers, janitors, in the ratio. Further, if State A

bases its ratio count on total program enrollment then

the 6 to 1 child-staff ratio is established on the maxi-

mum number of
children in a program, not the actual

number which is usually 12S'less than the total enrollL

ment group size. When ratio is based on enrollment,

more staff will be needed then when ratio count is deter-

mined by actual attendance figures. These are some of

the limitations in just comparing numbers without know-

ing how these numbers are to be applied. Given this

caveat, the national averages for child-staff ratios in

State licensing standards, which conceal cottsiderable

variation among States, are:
t

16
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Dramatically different
four and five-year-old

t centers; and

Closest to equalling
age two, children s'
children over Age 0. ,(see

from FiDCR foi three,
children_in_day care

FIDCR for children 1under -

through ine years old, and for
o Table 5 and Figure-1)

In 1976, the child-staff ratio req rements for family
day care homes contained in most State standards were as
extensive as the FIDCR: 45 States and the District of
Columbia hal established ratios.of 61 or less; one Statn
(Florida), had a ratio of 5 to 10:1; four States had a ratio of
7:1; and one State (Kentucky), had no ratio requirement
(Pacific Consultants, 1976).

The FIDCR and State Licensing StaRdards: Application

States differ in how they'appry these standards:

Center care. X11 States require that private
- EiRiFi-Erlicensed and 45 States require the,

licensing of publicly operated°centers. For the
remaining six States, public centers are either
approved (four) or certified (two) (Pacific

Consultants, 1976).

Family day care homes. The m7.j.dzity of States

(33) and the District of Columbia license family
day care homes; seven require licenses only if a
home is serving four or more children; three
approve homes; three.register homes; ant:. five do

not apply sanctions unless the home is subject to
the FIDCR.

In-home care. Forty-one States do'not implement
requ raments for in-home care either because the
homes are not receiving Federal monies under
Title XX (19), there are no State requirements
(10), this provider category is n-t used" (10), or

the information is unknown (2). Iwo St.ates

license in-home care, six approve h:-.,Ines, and two

register them.

17



-TABLE 5 ---loomparison of Day Care Center. Staffing Requirements for FIDCR and

State Licensing Standkrds

,

Age of Child

.
,

.

FIDCR Staffing
Requirement for
Children Per Adult

.

National Average
of the Chi1d .

Staff Ratios,
for. All States

Number,of States .

Having Staffing -

Requirements at
Least as .

Extensive as FIDCR

. :
,

Under 2 years 4.0 6.8 15

. .

2 years '4.0 9.0 4

3 years 5.0 11.3 , 4 .

4 years 7;0
,

,13,6 3
.

.

5 years 7.0 . 16.6 2 -*

6 years 15.0 18.4 24

7,9 years 15.0 18.8 - 22

10 years 20.0 19.0 32 ot

..
.

SOURCE: Abt Associates, Inc., ialLLaL_ga'eCer..___p_pyalterSt.NatiorilStud 1977.



FIGURE 1

. Range of State StaffinuRequirements And Effective Maximum

*Child/Staff Ratios, by Age of Child'

Children 0
Ptr

, Caregiver

AGE OF CHILD

10

' IS

20

25e

300,

Most stringent mumir of
ReqUirement of- States More
Any State tringent

Then FIDCR

FIDCR Number of

Requirement States
Ifith Same

Requirement
as FIDCR

Number of

Least Stringent totes Less

Requirement of Stringent

Any State
4 Than FIDCR

0 Children
Per

Caregiver

10

15

20

30

NOTE: Mississippi regulations do not specify any required ratio

for any age group. Idat/o, Marytand, and Rhode Island regulations

do not specify a requirement for children age 6 and older.

Massachusetts does not specify a requiremen'-, for children age 7

--and older. Connecticut recommends rather than requires staffing

ratios. (The District of Columbia is included in.the State counts.)

/

SOURCE: Abt Associates, Inc.,,National Day tare,Ceriter Study, 1977.
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_ _In conclusion, although State licensing standards
have become more stringent in the past 10-years, the evi--

dance indicates that theee codei still do not -insure a

minimum level of program performance.when judged by their

'comprehensiveness.
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SECTION. II: FEDERAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. IMODUCTION .

Many of the problems commonly identified with the
FIDCR are, in fact, typical of problims that exist when-
ever the Federal Government attempts to regulate. Thus
a realistic assessment of the FIDCRmust take into account
the whole "state-of-the-art" of Federal regulation; only
when,thi FIDCR- is viewed in that context can its itrengths
and weaknesses be put into proper perspective.- And, only ,

within that context can realistic modifications of the
,present FIDCR be proposed: For example, attitudinal.in.-
'formation Collected in Ragiop V by Unco (1975) and a
ten-state-study by APWA/REAP (American Public Welfare
Association, 1977) found that one barrier to the effective
,enforcement'of the FIDCR was the lack of Federal leadership
in helping States implement the FIDCR. An analysis of
the Federal experience in the regUlation of social services
in general suggists that this is a perennial problem.
There is an .4.nheirt difficulty in translating Federal -

concern on any so ial isiue into condrete actions which
Are responsive to,both Congressional intent and the States'
need for strong leadership. What this implies is that
those involved with the FIDCR need to recognize and accept
the fact that a period of working through certain intrin-
sic problems is univoidable and not unique to day care
regulation.

4v

There appear to be three primary factors that have
contributed,to the diffiCulties the Federal Government
has exPerienced in its efforts to. enforce the FIDCR. To
begin with the art of regulating social services programs
is not yet well developed. The early and mid-1960's were
a period 0 rapid growth for federally financed social ser-
vices programs as the building days of the 'great society'
progressed. The 1962 amendments to Title IV of the Social
Security Act provided the mechanism for funneling funds
into the States. By the late 1960's, however, the fiscal

21
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constraints of.
financing a war and the growing recognition,

that the allocation of-money Alone_woUld.not necessarily

achieve a more equitable or juit society brought an ehd

to the period of.growth. .The determination to preserve

.gains, cut losseit, and
implement a process of accountability

initiated tfie,Federal Government
into the new task of,

regulating social services.. A

' 'As'an
organiiation, -HEW has diicovered many diffi-

culties in seeking program Accountability.
One viewle

described'by, Tomlinson:and Mashaw, is thatlIEW is not

ehforcement.orienterl.,
primaryrole is seen as

providing.technical
assistance to States in building'

'programs, not policing the qtiality of the services

funds. Tomlinson ahd Mashaw give the example of HEW's,

,failure to develop adequate organizal -al procedures to

enforce compliancerwith'AFDC
requir-ent to illustrate

this point.. "Until 1968 regional ,ffice had.no delegated

authority to negotiate with State concer ing compliance

issues. Their could 'merely Identify such moues and refer

them to the central office."-"When one Re 0.- Office

waudelegated the authoritytio Aettle compl ance issues

it was able to dispose of fifty-seven cases in one month.

Over half of these had been pending. for more-than two years

in-the central office (Tomlinson and Mashaw,. 1977, p. 621)'.

Beyond the difficulty of reordering its goals to

include.snforcemonti
HEW has had to contend.with the ten-'

"dency inherent iWall Federal bureaucracies to avoid

regulatory 'duties because they often lead to political

controversy.
"Federal grant personnel Are hesitant to

, play, or play often, in. high-ante games.. Furthermore,

sharp delineation of Federal versus State positions and

stringent efforts to exact compliance are''likely to cause

control of the conflict to.shift from the hands of agency

professionals to'the hands of politicians. .If this.hap-

pens, the results will be unpredictable and from the pro=

gram profeisional's
viewpoint may be disastrous," Tomlinson

and Mashaw, 1977; p. 6201. To avoid such potentially

dangerous entamilement, most agencies adopt negotiation

And comproMise-as
their style of operation -- a style

which is not always compatible with-the goal of accouht-'

ability. -6.10

Another of the basic reasons why the art of regulat-

ing social services is not well deVeloped is that, as a

,society, Americans are not sure just what to'regulate,

how to regulate or whether, in fact, to regulate at all..
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- While we may be strongly
inclined as a nation to regulate

federally supOorted nursing-homes-and-day
.care_programs,

for example, we are not sure exactly what aspect of UM--

program should be regulated or how to measure the effec-

tiveness of program .elements being regulated.'

The relative infancy of social service regulation,

the organizational
barriers to effective enforcement, and

the lack of firm national consensus on regulation all

contribute to the particular historical context.in which

the Federal Government's efforts to enforce the FIDCR have

taken place. For purposes of,analysis, this section will

assess the record on FIDCR in terms of six basic factors

that regulatory.experts
believe influence the success or

-failure of Federal regulation in general:

The clarity of thegoali the'regula:tion;is

designed to achieve. ,

The clarity of the language of the regulations.

Th4v involvement of
the pUblic in the regulatory

peodess.
, The climate in which e regulatOrth y process takes

place.
Conflicte of loyalties.

The enforcement policy.

Problems related to these isdUes are intrinsic to

the regulatory process, not just to the FIDCR. They con-

front Federal regulatory commissione, whose purpose it is

to oversee the economic lives of large industries (U.S.

House of Representatives,
1976), they plague the.regula-

tion of nursing homes (Ruchlin, 1976), and social service

. Grant-in-Aid programs (Tomlinson and Mashaw, 1977), and

they are issues which plague the TIDCR.

't

1. Clarity of Goals

-Clearly stated regulatory goals are the first tenet

of a successful regulatory process. In the case of the

FIDCR, however, there has been confusion since their ini-

tial drafting as to what they are intended to accomplish.

According to the UNCO Report, A Federal Day Cara Re4uire-

ment Implementation Strategy for Retiion V, 1975: "There

had never been agreement prior to Title XX as to whetner

the Federal Intera.,erf.:y Day Care Requirements represent

goals toward which a program should strive, minimum

2 3
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standards below which a facility should not fall, or

funding reluirements necessary for public_subsidy." This

confusion has existed despite the clear legal regulatory

nature of the FIDCR. Quoting from the FIDCR: "As a con-

dition for Federal funding, agencies administering day

care programs must assure that the requirements are met

in All facilities.which the agencies establish, operate,

or utilize with Federal support."

The existence of clearly articulated regulatory

goalsiis not a panacea, of course. There is.leSs confu-
,

sion, for example, about the goals of the GovernMent when

it attempts to regulate monopolistic
indUstries or when

it regulates the natioes securities market. In both

of these instances the public interest is defined: to

protict the competitive life of the economy and to protect

the citizenry from economic exploitation. Yet the prob-.

lams the Government'encounters in attempting to.impliMint

these regulatory goals are legendary.

In the case of the FIDCR confusion over goals has

made the coAtroversy focus almost exclusively on the

provisions of individual regulations rather than on the

underlying policy issues. The regulatory goals are un-

clear with respect to:-

4

ose of the FIDCR.

The degree of compliance required.
Whether the FIDCR are consistent with the goals

of Title XX.

With regard to the first area, the FIDCR never spe-

cifically state that their purpose is the protection of

the well...being of children. This gives rise to the ques-

tion "Are the FIDCR intended to be protective of the,"

rights and needs of children in day care?" Interestingly,

children as a class have no established rights under the

FIDCR because the FIDCR apply only to children in certain

federally funded programs.

The question of whether the FIDCR werl intended to

guarantee th(krights of children in federally financed

day care has to be assesSed in light of Congressional

and Executtve Branch intent. Children's rights are not

mentioned in the 1967 statute which authorized the Director

of 0E0 and the Secretary of HEW to develop a set of fed-

eral program regulations. The purpose of the regulations

was to.provide "a common set of,program standards and
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regulations, and mechanisms for coordination (of day care
services).at the State and local levels" (PL 90-222

Section 107 (a)). The Congress stated its case formally;

it was doncerned about the feasibility of administering

a proliferation of day care programs. If the protection
of children was not formally identified as%the rationale
for the FIDCR, it was nonetheless a motivating force.for
Congressional action. Special interest and children's
lobby groups concerned about the quality of care children
were receiving in federally financed day carehelped to'
initiate the,Congressional'action which resulted in the
1467 mandate for Federal day care regulations (Cooper, 1976).

vNowhere in the FIDCR, HEW's interpretation of the

1967 mandate, is concern about protecting the rights and
needs of children-identified as'the purpose or goal of the

regulations., The Preface states'that day care is a "ser-

vice for the child, the faMily, and the community and is

based on demonstrated needs of children and their 4milies."
147ragsson177-1E11-7eference to the ,

needs of children is used,to define the goals of day care,
not the goals of the FIDCR. Further, in the Introduction
o the FIDCR, the language of the 1,67 mandate is-Used by

HEW as the raison d'etre for the'requiraments.

An historic41 assessment of HEW's %intent also shows

that while the FIDCR do-not identify how they relate to
children, according to Cooper HEW developed the FIDCR

on the Headstart model, a program orientedto

...such domprehensive health, nutritional, educa-
tion, social and other services as the Director
finds will aid the children attain their full

potential... (emphasis supplied) (Steiner, 1976).

Thus, there is historicalevidence to indicate that
both the Congress and HEW saw the protection of children's
needs and rights as an intended consequence of'the FIDCR,
even though they never formally stated this intent and

also chose not to specify the nature of the needs and
rights of children the FIDCR were intended to affect.

The second area (the degree of compliance required)t,
refers to the continued debate as to whether the FIDCR

are intended to be guidelines or regulations? The intro-

duction to the FIDCR clearly indicates the mandatory

nature of the requirements:
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...this document sets forth Federal Interagency

Requirements which day care programs Must meet

if they are receiving funds....(emphaiii-EFFried)

And in the Definitions section, the FIDCR state:

.Standards consist of both Interagency require-gents

and recommendations. The Requirements only are pre-

sented in thin document; the recommendations will be

issued separately. (emphasis supplied)

That same dection-dehnes an Interagency Requirement

as "a mandatory policy which isvapplicable to all programs

and facilities funded in whole or in part through Federal

appropriations."

Despite the clear language of the Introduction and

Definitions, the language in the body of the FIDCR often

raises questions about the status of individual provisions.

For example, in describing the types of facilities to which

the requirements apply, the FIDCR state:

'It is expeCted that a community program of day care

services will require more than one type of day care

facility... (1968, p. 4)

What at first appears to be a requirement later appears

to be turned into a recommendation when the Alarm. Par&gra441-

concludes with the following sentence:

While it is preferable that the three types of

facilities be available, this is not a Requirement.

(19681 p. 4)

In ,other.places, the language could be interpreted

either as a requirement or as advice. ,For example, in

definier family day care:

1...(The family day care home) is especially suitake

for infants, toddlers and sibling groups rand for

neighborhood-based day care programs... (1968, p. 4)

(emphasis supplied)

And, in discussing coordination, FIDCR provides:

Agencies which operate more than one type of pro-

gram...are encouraged to share appropriate personnel

and resources... (emphasis supplied).
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llne can sympathize with the plight of State agencies

attempting to apply this requirement. The official HEW/

PSA Monitoring Guide doesn!t even include this item oil .

its checklist, yet a monitoring guide developed under an

HEW funded study completely ignored the advisory language

and required the sharifig of personnel and resources as

evidence of compliance (Unco, 1973).

AA one expert commentatorehas observed, the langu4ge

in the Requirements varies between "specificity and tone

of professional advice." (Morgan, 1976, p. 77). HEW

poliCy makers contributed to the confusion Over the degree

of compliance required by the FIDCR. .In October 1975,

Stephen Kurzman, the Assistant Secretary.for Legislation,

testified before Congress that HEW regarded FIDCR as goals

and would work with States to deVelop good faith etforts

to meet them rather than concentrate on strict enforce-

ment (Kurzman, S., October 8, 1975).
Ii

The third area of controversy is whether the FIDCR as

A set of Federal regulations are consistent with the goals

of Title XX? With the enactment of Title Xx-7-1975 the

specific standards of the FIDCR were, in-modified form,

endorsed by Congress. With the exception of the educa-

tional services
requirement and the child-staff ratio for

school-age children, Congress implicitly made the judgment

that the-FIDCR were consistent with the goals of-Title XX.

.Title XX makes funds available to States on the condition

-thittthey: wfurnish glervices directed to the goal of:

(1) achieving or maintaining economic self-support

to prevent, reduce, or eliminate dependency,

-(2) achieving or maintaining self-sufficiency,

including reduction or, prevention of dependency,

(3) preventing or'remedying neglect, abuse, or

exploitation'of children and adults unable t4

protect their own-interests, or preseiving, re-

habilitating or reuniting families,

(4) preventing or reducing inappropriate institu-

tional care by providing for community-based

care, home-based care, or other forms of less

intensive care, or

I.

(5) securing referral or admission for institutional

care when other forms of care are not Appropriate,
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1.7

or providing services to individuals in institu-

tions.w

While Congress has implicitly determined that the

FIDCR are consistent-with the ,goals of Title XX, from the

standpoint of the legislative purposes of Title XX incon-

sistenciei may exist nonetheless. If it is determined

that the cost oI compliance with FIDCR would significant1y

raise the present cost of day scare, for example, then it

might well be argued.tbat'FIDCR are not consistent with

the objectives of Title XX. (Testimony of Representative

Jowls (Oklahoma), a Senate Finance CommitteeHearing. on

S.1.2425, .0ctober 8, 1975.)

There is.another potential contradiction. While

Congress unequivocally required adherence to the F/DCR

as a condition for receiving Title XX.day care monies,

it lso fashioned a legislative program which emphasized

i State decision making authority. Title XX allows individ-

ual States to fashion social services programs based on

each State's unique characteristics. With the exception

of the FIDCR, Title XX does not establish Federal regula-

tions for any of the social services the States may

elect to provide.

The Committee believes the States should have the

ultimate decision-Making authority in fashioning

their own social services programs within the limits

of their funding established by the Congress. Thus

the Committee bill provides that the States would

have maximum freedom to determine what services

they will make available, the persons eligible for

such services, the manner in which such services

are provided, and any limitations or conditions,on

the receipt of such services (Senate Report No.

53-1356, 4 U.S. Cong. if Adm. News., 1.972, p. 8138).

The legality, however, of placing funding conditiqns

on State units and,day care programs was supported by the

courts in the recent case The State of Oklahoma v. (ths)

United States-Department of HeaIthc. Educaiion and Welfare.

YFEETi-EWii-The court:

- upheld the right of Congress "...to impose terms

and' conditions upon which its money allotments to

the states shall be disbursed."
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- agreed "... that expenditures and conditions in
related statutes ind regulations (the FIDCR)
seeking to provide for and protect the interest
of children in day care is within the permitted
purposes (of the,regulations)."

2. Clarity of Language

The FIDCR are regulations which have the force of

law. BeCause violations of regulations.normally result

in legal penalties, the language of the law,and regula-
tions should be as clear and unambiguous as possible.
The Fifth Amendment 'to the Constitution guarantees that
no person shall 'be deprived of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law.' The concept of fairness
embodied in that amendment means4that laws must be clear i

enough so that the-citizen may know what is expected of

him. Ambiguity in law also creates administretive un-
fairness; it leaves too great an opportunity for discretion

in regulating conduct (Davis, 1971). Not only does such
disCretian threaten public confidence in the rule of lasi;

it also is an ineffective tool for implementing govern-
mental objectives. Regulations cannot beenforced uni-

formly when imprecise language permIts an unmanageable

variety of administratite interpretations. The clearer

the law, the more uniform its application, and therefore
the more predictable its results.

Some flexibility in the language of any government
regulations is desirable; It permits administrators to
adipt their decisions to the almost infinite variety of
situations they will encounter in the field. Andt'a

certain amount oAlocontroversy or conflict is inevitable

and healthy. There is no Tule so unambiguously stated

or so universal in its apparent application that someone

won't challenge it. Further, the process of challenge,

can often initiate activities for needed refinement and

constructive change. However, when rules or laws are
subject to controversy at too many points, enforcement
officials are paralyzed by uncertainty, the concerned
public is discouraged from getting involved and those

who would ignore the rules for ulterior motives are

emboldened. That is the present situation with the

FIDCR.
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The FIDCR carry with them serious sanctions for nonr
compliance and embody a national policy. If Federal ,

requirements are appropriate at all it is because the
goals they are.designed to achieve require that they be-

universally met. Otherwise, State or local standards
might'be sufficient. Therefore, the FIDCR should be
characterized by a high degree of specificity and measur-
ability. Unfortunately this is not the case. There
are significant problems in the language of the specific
program requirements which hinder enforceability.

The child-staff ratios of the FIDCR-are.considered
to beIone of the most important sections of the require-
ments. Yet the imprecision and incomplete language of
this section has opened the way to controversy.

Consider the difficulty of interpreting,what is
prescribed for child-staff ratios in family day care sit-

uations. In two places.the FIDCR limit the number of

children who may be served.in a family day care hoie to
no more than six children in the three through 14 age
bracket, five children in the zero through'six age group,
including the family day care mother's own children.
(FIDCR 1968, p. 4, 5 & 6.) The language contains no
clues to the solution of two significant issues related
to establishing family day care child-staff ratios:

a. Do children of the family day care operator
count as part of the program if they are present
only after school? ,

4.

b. May a child of the caregiver be counted as a
caregiver himself and not as a care recipient
in the program?

This same requirement poses dLftcultles in deter-
mining the size of family day care groups. For children
from birth through six years, "no more than two children
under two and no more than five in total..." For childrefi
aged three through 14, "no more than six children.,.."
(FIDCR 1968, p. 5.) Because these two requirements affect
age ranges which overlap it is impossible to apply the
grouping limits to many cominatiorts of children. Con-

sider whe.ther FIDCR 14 violated whn there are five three
year olds and one 13 year oLL On the ono hand, FIDCR
permits six children oges three through 14. Yet it also
places a limit o.!.five children if the children are zero
through six.

3 0
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Similarly, in a footnote to the group size limitations
in a family day care home, FIDCR requires two adults."if
one or more of the children were retarded, emotionally
disturbed or handl: pped and needed more than usual care."

. There is no indication of how the judgment is to be made
as to the need for "more than usual care." Someone must'
decide the degree of retardation, emotional disturbance
or physical handicap. 'Does "more than the usual" mean
more than the usual handicapped child or more than the
.upual "normal" child?

Comparable difficulties exist when it comes to
computing child-staff ratios for day care centers. The
FIDCR state:

"Three to-4 years. No more than 15 in a group
with an adult and sufficient assistants, supple-
mented by volunteers, so that the total ratio of
children to adults is normally not greater than 5
to 1." (1968, p. 6.) (emphasis supplied)

The language of tais requirament presents many un-
answered questions to the enforcer and to.the provider.
What are the dimensions of "normally not greater than"?
Are child-staff ratios to be weighted to children's
actual participation time in a program? At what point
or points in time within the day is the ratio to be
computed? Are child-staff ratios to be determined by
a center's enrollment and staff pay roll? What adults
should be counted in determining the child-s.,aff ratio?
All adults working in the program or only those who spend
some percentage of each day working directly with chil-
dren?

Enforcement of the FIDCR is also severely hampered
because there are conflicts within the regulations as to
the meaning and purpote of individual provisions. Section

%. VII: AO4INI-2RATION AND COORDINATION in the FIDCR states:

... the administering agency should allow,waivers
by the operating agency only with respect to such
administrative matters and procedures as are re-
lated to their other functions as profitmaking or
ptivate non-profit organizations;..." (1968, p. 16.)

The grounds for waiver identified in this section
are inconsistent with the requirements identified in the
FIDCR Introduction:
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"Requirements can be waived when the admin

agency can show that the requested waiver

innovation,and experimentation and extend

without loss of quality in the facility."

p. 3.)

istering
may advance
services
(1968,

The provisions for waivers in the Introduction set

out relatively narrow grounds and require that each waiver

be approved by the Federal regional office. While the

conditions for waivers identified in the Administration

and Coordination section of the FIDCR define potentially

broader conditions for the granting of waivers. The defi-

nition of "administrative matters and procedures" is left

to the discretion of the artninistering agency, with the

proviso that the agency cannot waive the parent partici-

pation requirement and the.provision for the total range

of services. Further, the wording of section VII could

support the granting of waivers even for what could be

considered basic minimum standards, such as health, safety

and' space requirements.

Another enforcement problem occurs because the lan-

guage of the FIDCR is sufficiently vague and imprecise to

create confusion over determining accountability. Illus-

.
tration of this problem can be found in Section V: HEALTH

AND NUTRITION SERVICES.

"Arrangements must be made for medical and dental

care..." '(1968, p. 11.) Is it the child's parent, the

administering agency or the program provider's responsi-.

bility to arrange and pay for there health services?

"The facility must provide adequate and nutritious

meals and snacks..." (1968, p. 12.) The words adequate

and nutritious are practically .impossible to apply uniformly.

A itudy of uniformity of application of a similar Illinois

State requirement found that licensers could not uniformly

agree about what constituted adeluate and nutritious food.*

;

"The operating or administering agency must be sure

that adequate health records are maintained on every child

and every staff member..." (1968, p. 13.) Determining

the adequacy of health records does not seem to be

*Illinois Licensing Study
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1.

, apparent to trained licensers.. In the same Illinois
study referred to above, trained licensers had a greater
degree of difficulty agreeing as to whether a program
maintained adequate health records than they did 1.71
agreeing about the qualitative personal characteristics
of a daregivir:

The ambiguity and lack of specificityltf the language
of the'FIDCR also hinders consumer involVement. This
involvement Cannot occur if the public cannot understand
albeasily.use the regulations to.personitirissess program
compliance. If, as reported (dnco-Region V Study, 1975;

,

REAP Associates, 1976), State program personnel and day
.care provideri are experiencing difficulty interpreting
the FIDCR, certainly the uninitiated public will have
the sami difficulties. Look, fo example, at the problem
the.consumer faces in trying to determine if a day.Cara
program meets the FIDCR health and safety requirements.
All that the FIDCR requires is "the facility and drounds
used by the ,children must meet the requirementi of the
approrriate safety and sanitation authorities." The
regulations provide no. uteful information the .parent
can readily use. Further, because the FIDCR refer to
local'codes and .do,not specify who or what group consti-
tutes "appropriate safety and sanitation authorities," the
consumerdoes not know which local codes apply. A major
finding of the 1968 OCD sponsored Day Care.Licenr4-q Study
is that health and safetrcodes are not developec. ,d are

not Implemented by one agency. Consrar for exa.itple, the
inuation in Massachusetts as reported by Gwen,Morgan, a
nationally known expert in day care licensing. "In the
ten years as a licensing consultant to the State of Massa-
EFtisetts I have not been able to get hold of all the
Massachusetts heinh codes adopted at different times
by different diviF...ions within the public health bureau-
cracy, nor have I been able to receive solid informaticy,
about which provisions apply to day care" (Pizzo.and
Aronson, 1976, p. 135) .

So far as the text of the FIDCR is concerned, a great
manY problems could almost certainly be eliminated through

a judicious tightening and clarifying of the language.
Done with sufficient sensitivity and common sense, this
refining of the FIDCR could e&se a good many of the above

illustrated difficulties. This would be oirolly an &meliora-

tive step. To get at the heart of the pro em of apply-
ing quality standards to federally funded day care in an
effective and meaningful fashion, :ieveral tasks addressing
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the greater difficulty of implementing a.Federal regulatory
role must be undertaken.

3 Public Involvement

Public involvement in-the development and implemen-
tation of regulations is a critical ingredient of a suc-
cessful regulatory program. According to the 1976 House
of Representatives report on regulatory reform,

"...many of the flaws in regulation are related
ta a lack of agency responsiveness to the consuming
public it was created to serve. Responsiveness is
essential for two reasons: (1) the very fegitimacy
of agency action grows out of respect for the views
of those affected and, (2) acceptance of agency ac-
tion usually depends on consultation with all affected
groups, who can help agencies to eliminate potential
problems of regulation before they go in effect"
(U.S. House of Representatives, 1976, p. 539).

This report points out that the need for public input
is especially critical in the area.af social services; "In
particular, regulaOmn relating to health and safety needs
tooperate in a setting less dominated by political 'inter-
ferences from, or on behalf of, regulated indistry..."
(p. 540) because, °The public well-being is the most
difficult to qualify and therefore most likely to be
undervalued."

on:
In general, meaningful public participatLon depends

(

1) informing the public that it has a role to play
in the regulatory process,

2) obtaining a mandate which clearly defines the,
public's roles and responsibilities,

3) creating operational mechanisms for getting
public input,

4) the availability of resources for public
participation, and

5) having informed consumers.

If these five conditions are not met, public involve-
ment is likely to be haphazard and ineffectual. And both
proponents and opponents of the FIDCR have one position
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in cotmon: both decry the lack of public Avolvement in
formulating and implementing the regulations. In the

case of the FIDCR, the Federal Government has not insured
public participation either through regulatory'policy.or
Federal leadership.

The first criterion requires that the* public be in-

formed itEira role to play. People who use the services
oflederally financed day care are not well informed about
the FIDCR's existsnce,,much less about their right to
take an, active role in shaping the regulatory process
(Unco-National Child'dare Consumer Study, 1975).

The second criterion requires the exiAence of a ,

mandate which defines the public's roles and responsi- ...

bilities. Legislatively, the FIDCR is part of Title XX
and as such is subject to the sunshine provisions which
require public involvement in the planning process for
the allocation of Title XX monies. These provisions apply
only to the planning procesS however, and not to the
regulatory function. Two such mandates exist in the.

Title XX FIDCR, but neither is particularly meaningful.
,

The FIDCR address the issue in the section on parent
involvement (FIDCR, Section VII), but the provisions
identified do not define a meaningful role for public par-

ticipation. Their focus is parent participation in the

day Care program, not in the regulatory process. In addi-

tion, he language of he parent participation require-

be
sr'manta not provide enough substande to Mks:them

operat!onal. Further, he imprecision of the language in

these\reqUirements makes this section of the FIDCR diffi-
Cult to enforce. .

The third criterion requires an operational mechanism

for gettiiiiFblic input. There has to be, in other

words an unencumbered, formalized process which gives

the piablic a way to participate in the regulatory pro-

cess. "The failure of regulatory agencies to provide i
structure for public particlpation in their proceedings
undercuts the legitimacy of agency actions" (U.S. House
of Representatives, 1976, p. 541).

Procedures which are complicated or time consuming

and costly to implement, tend to foil the purposes of

regulation. Large special interest groups may sometimes

be able to make their way through 'red tape procedures'
but it is nearly impossible for individuals tb devote
the time and energy needed to do so.
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The FIDCR attempted to define a mechanism for public

involvement when it required the establishment of the

policy advisory committees, but the definition was incom-

plete. The reqiirement Was not specific enough to make

it operational. In addition, the committees were by

definition exclusionary. They were intended to provide

a mechanism for input from a smalloselect group of the

public; they were not intended to serve as an entry point

for the general ptiblic.

The fourth criterion requires that the public have

the neederiTiEurces to participate in the regulatory

process. According to the Senate Report on Regulatory.

Reforg, "The single,greatest
obstacle to active public

part tipation in regulatory proceedings is the lack of

finencial resources by potential participants to meet

the great costs of formal participation. Lack of funds

have prevented public participation in many important ,

proceedings" (U.S. Senate, 1977, p. vii).

The position that "agencies respond to the'inputs

they receive" (U.S. Senate, 1977, p. 2).or the squeaky

wheel theory (if the wheel squeaks loudly enough someone

will respond),'implies
that a minimum level of organiza-

tion and sophistication is needed to participate and,

therefore, a minimum level of incurred costs. ;t takes

money to orgaiize .people to write letters, canviess,

travel to he ings,°.hire lawyers and purchase the service

of xpert'witñ.ssss.
In the reakl world of day care the

majority .of local advocacy groups
and day care providers

must struggle to keep their programs financially solvent;

They do not have the resources necessarY to play a sig-

. nificant role in 'national policy formulation. As a

result, only e handful of national le4h1 advocacy groups

have seriously participated.in the present Federal day

care regulatory process. And these groups do not neces-

sarily reflect the concerns of all sectors of ie day

care world (Steiner, 1976).
, A

The fifth criterion requires an informed consumer.

'Only in tErTist several year's has the education or the

consumer becothe a serious issue for Government, even

though Madison Avenue has been working on-the consumer

for decades. Consumer practices can affect the regula-

r tory tmocess positively-if consumer purchasing behavior

re-enforces the goals of the regulations. To accomplish

this, those who are responsible for regulating have to

Inform the general public about the goals and purposes



of tbe regulations:
They have to take an active role in

helping the public become informed consUmers. Market

researchers and national consumer protection groups have

found that this effort pays off: 'consumers are willing

and eager to become better informed ahd will change their

purchasing practices.
The Federal Government has been

.dolinquent in assuming a leadership role in informing

the public about the goals and purposes of the ZIDCR.

AS a'consoquence,
the heeded relationship between the

regulator and the consumer has never materialized.

The Regulatory Climate

Itinai appear
simplistiC to y that attitudes'.

, about .regulation influence
the s ccess or failute of the

regulatory process. Vital as it obviously is, however,

buildingkand maintaining-a
consensus

supporting a regula-

tory program is far from simple or easy to accomplish.

And once attained, public support is not always easy to

maintain. For example, in 1975 a consensus of public

opinion existed wtich was strong enough to pass State

and Federal regulations
establishing a national 55 mph

speed limit. Yet4maintaining
observance of it has.been

a matter of constant struggle marked.by seeming indif-

ference, and even active opposition, by the public.

The FIDCR is no exception. The range and intensity

of negative and positive attitude* surrounding
the FIDCR

provisions have created a climate laden with emOtion and

controversy.
Such a climate is scarcely conducive to the'

effective enforcement of the regulations or to public per-

4eption of them as a legitimate and proper exercise of

Federal authority:
Debate over certain aspects of the

FIDCR resulted in two class action suits being filed

against DREW. Debate about*other aspects of the FIDCR

contributed
to the decision to make the FIDCR subject to

Federal Financial Participation
(FFP) regulations under

Title XX.* For the States filing the law suits, the lack

of favorable coniensus meant that effort was diverted

from implementing
the F1DCR to challenging it in court.

And while the decision on the FFP compliance requirement

*Personal communication
with Sidney Johnson.
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was seen as a positive step by advocates of firm enforce-

ment, it also spurred the Statek to lobby for and get a

moratorium on the enforcement of child-staferatios of

the Title XX FIDCR. In both cases the intended purposes

of the FIDCR ware undermined.

Controversy over the FIDCR has been especially per-

sistent because a strong base of support for Federal

supervision-of daydcare quality was never attained

originally. The initiative to press for Federal regula- ,

tion,came from two fronts: the day care and child advo-

:cate groups which were.concerned about the quality Of the

services being provided, and members.of Congress who Were

worried about the fragmentation of the administration and

qua.i.ity control procedures of federally
sponsOred day. care.

There was virtually to national demand for the Federal

regulation of day care services, no national conaensus

that this was a legitimate and necessarY role for the

Federal Government to assume. Such national could

be achieved only when the public became convinced that

kederal regulatidn of day care was important and worth

the problems that inevitably attend Federal regulation.

The leadership necessary to build such a consensus never

materialized. The Federal Government published the FIDCR

in 1968 but took no follow-up actiot. Receiving little

guidance or technical assistance in implementing regula-

tions, States had to flounder through as best they could.

Nor was the implementation process*monitored-and.in7

fluenced by child lobby and advocate,groupi which:had

,initiated the demand for the regulations. These groups

lost their unity and had little impact on the administra-

tive proCess.

The lack pf strong Federal leadership has not only

left State officials adrift and at the mercy of FIDCWs

critics but .has also had an impact on States' attitudes

toward the illbcR. The Unco Region V Report identifies

this lack of strong Federal leadership as one of the major

barriers to nforcement. In the opinion of.those individ-

,uals interviewed, the States had looked to the,Federal

Government to providethem with direction in how to'

implement the FIDCR. When it was not forthcoming, some

States interpreted the FIDCR according to their own in-

terests, which were not always compatible with the in-

terest of the Federal Government. Other States

interpreted the absence of technical
assistance as an

indication that the Federal
Government was noL: committed

to enforcing the FIDCR and tailored their own commitment
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ito enforcement accordingly (American Public Welfare Asso-

ciation, 1977; REAP Associates, 1976; and Unco, Region

V Study1.1975).

5. Conflict of loyalties

The regulatory process has the effect of creating

new loyalties and relationships.
As Ruchlin notes

simplistic view of regulation assumes that the

goal is to protect the public interest, but students of

regulation view the process as ma-arena where various

"actors" attempt to maximize t,heir self interest" 1Ruchlin,

1976, p. 10).-

The so-called "dominant'interest
group" theory of

regulation sheds light on the ways in which informal

loyalties influence the regulatory process. This theory,:

holds that the regulatory process becomei dominated by

one group or coaliti6n
representing a particular interest

or.point of view and this group eventually subVerts the

goals and purposes of'the regulatory process
to its own

self interest. It is able to rOcómplish this task because_

"regulators ultimately
recogniie that their survival is

dependent on their willingreess to accept and champion.
. d

the viewpoint of the regulated." The consequence is

"...the regulated
'capture' the regulators and dominate

-the regulatory process" (Ruchlin, 1976,"p. 10).-

Aspects of the dominant.interest group
theory of

regulation apply to the Federal regulatory process imple-

mented to enforce the FIDCR. The actors in the case of

the FIDCR are State and regional employees who have a

legal duty to enforce the FIDCR but who also have personal

loyalties that tend to reflect the interest of the States

or regional offices they work for.

These conflicts of loyalty are manifeste in many'

ways. One is in the policies which individual States

adopt to implement and enforce the FIDCR. Some States

clearly, adopt and implement FIDCR enforcement policies

which conform to the spirit of the law. Other States

adopt policies which, viewed
realistically, are so loosely

defined that they do little to ensure that the FIDCR are

enforced. Yet these same polici'es are sufficient to en-

sure the continued flow of Federal funds,into the States
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(Unco APWA --). The same issue of conflicting loyal-

. ties occurs at the 16cal level 'Ihen State and local

'licensing personnel have such close ties to the day care

providers supposedly being regulated that the FIDCR are

interpreted in ways that continue the flow of Federal

funds Ven though the programs are not in full compliance

with all provisions of the iIDCR.

Another dimension of conflicting loyalties exists

when State liiJen3ing personnel play the dual role of

technical assistance provider and program monitor (Morgan,

1976; Class et al., 1976; and Costin st al., 1976). "The

underlying intent and purpose of-these two tasks serve

different ends and involve different ldyalties. Program

monitoring is a quality control task,where the focus of

activity is to assess program compliance with a given

set of standards. This requires.a clear loyalty to the ,

law, objectivity
and a sense of personal distance between

the worker and those being monitored. The provision of

technical assistanceeeMbthe
other haLd, is a supportive

and "educating" task' which requires a commitment on the

part of the State worker to assist a particular program

in its effort to achieve a goal. The State worker who must

assume dual roles such as this faces the dilemma of con-

flicting loyalties. It is difficult to work with people

to help them meet requirements and then.invoke sanctions

against them for failing to do so.

In addition, the bringing of sanctions can imply an

admission of failure on the part of the State worker in

his or her role as a tecAnical assistant, and a violation

of the trust relationship
between the worker and the pro-

vider.

s.

or.

At the State level another problem of conflict of

loyalties can occur when the regulator is also the pur-

chaser of the day care service'. A shortage of available

day care can influence the judgments made about the ade-

quacy of existing resources. State licensing offices

are,familiar
with these

issues, and a number of solutions

are being suggested and tried to retain an objective reg-

ulatory stance. Some States have separated technical

assistance, consultation, and training functions from the

regulatory
tasks by assigning different personnel to per-

form these tasks, by purchasing them from outside consul-

tants selected by the providers of care, or through

training staff to differentiate
the roles they play.
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Some States have placed the licensing function in a dif-
ferent agency.

t.

6. Enforcement Policies

The underlying principle of the regulatory process
is conformity to a set of rules. The intent to enforce
regulations distinguishes a Federal,regulatory role from
a guidance or technical assistance role. An enforcement
policy, requires the imposition of penalties for non-
compliance and a definition of the procedures for imposing
those penalties. By establishing such penalties the

.-Federal Government signifies ihe'importancie"it.places on
the purposes, or goalsl ,of each of the regulations. The
procedures it then follows in imposing the penalties
determines whether the sanctions are applied in a fair
and equitable manner. -Finally, only, by actually applying
the established"penalties can the Federal Government show
lts firm intention to demand compliance with a set of

regulations. How successfully the Federal Government-can
design and implement this enforcement mechanism has a ,

bearing on its ability to realize the intent of the regu-
lation. To assess the rederal Government's role in regu-
lating'day care through the rIpm, it is important to
recognize that..there is no enforcement mechanism identified
in any of the nine sections of the FIDCR. The FIDCR.as
.part of the Title XX statute is subject to the Title XX
regulations. These regulations require the States to
administer and enforce the FIDCR and, establIini-Federal
penalties for State non-compliance.

-Penalties for Non-compliance. The willingness of ,

people to support a aw requires that the sanctions applied
to the law breaker reflect the relative importance of the
law...the penalty must fit the crime. In the case of the
FIDCR the Title XX regulations identify a range of penal-
ties for State non-compliance:

- The 'ecretary of HEW can withhold total payment of
Stat, funds under Title X117-Unit he is satisfied
that chore will no longer be any such failure to
comply (Section 228.13), or

- The Secretary of HEW can penalize a State 3 percent
of its entire Title XX monies :or a period of time
the Secretary determines there is non-compliance
(Section 228.13).
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8 "' States will be denied funds for day care services

which are purchiiir3Utside the child's home if

these Serviette do.not meet the TT.DCR (Section

228.42).

The first two conditions.are specifically aimed at

the administrative requirements of Title XX. Either of

these penalties can be imposed on a State if it-fails to-

exercise its responsibility to establish and implement
administratve Activities to ensure FFP day care programs

mow. the TIDR.. If a State fails to meet its administra-

- tive responsibilities.the Secretary of HEW has the right

tO either temporarily withhold monies or to penalize a State

a percentage of their Title XXIunds. The third condition

applies specifically to actual day care services provided.

Under any condition the Federal Government can refuse to

pay a State for day care services which do not meet the

FIDCR. If an audit finds non-compliance, the State must

.either reimburse the Federal Government for all Federal

monies paid to individual day care programs iaieh are not

in 100 percent compliance .with the FIDCR, or it can be

prohibited fromfrequesting reimbursement of-part of its

Title XX allocations. This makes adherence to the FIDCR

a condit4on of Federal Financial Participation (FFP).

The, withholding of all or.a percentage of the Federal

Government's financial allocation to a State is a gener-

ally accepted practice. In'the case of Title XX these

penalties apply when States fail to meet any of the ad-

ministrative requirements of the program.. There are prob-

lems, however,\,.in determining what conditions warrant

the application of these penalties.. Quoting from the

Title XX regulations:

mWhere a services plan provides for child day care
services, the State plan shall provide for the es-

tablishment or designation of a State authority or
authorities,....,Which shall be responsible for

establishing and maintainini standards for such

services.... (emphasis added -- Section 228.13).

The confusion Arises in trying'to determine what con-

stitutes an acceptable level of effort on the partof a

State in "maintaining standards." To be in compliance

with this regulation does a State have to ensure that

through its adminietratiVe activities all or some per7

centa e of its FFP programs meet the FIDCR? Is New York,

or example, a State with 540 fedecAlly funded day care
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centers, 76 of which are estimated to be out of compliance
with the FIDCR, meeting or violating this requirement (Abt,
NDCS Supply Study, 1977)?

Thsre has been strong sentiment from day care pro-
viders and State administrators that the penalties
attached to making compliance with the FIDCR an FFP issue
are out of proportion to the.relative merits of the FIDCR
as a regulatory document and, that such penalties are
also out of proportion to the relative importance the
Federal Government has placed on the Federal regulation
of day care. The merits of the FIDCR as a regulitory
document hive beep seriously questioned. The lack of
specificity of language in the individual sections of
the FIDCR make it difficult, if not impossible, to deter-
mine if there is 100 percent compliance with each of the
provisions. . Compounding the enforcement problems which .

exist with the FIDCR document is the view of many State
personnel that the Federal Government has never explicitly
or unambiguously stated that the Federal regulation of
day care is of such major concern that non-compliance
with the FIDCR warrants thts application of penalties as
drastic as those required by a FFP condition. As pointed
out earlier in this, chapter, it was as late as October S,
1975 -- months after the enactment of Title XX that the
Assistant'Secretary of Legislation of MEW teetified before
the Senate Committee,on Finance that HEW. regarded FIDCR
as goals and the Federal Government's role as supportive
in helping States meet the FIDCR. Controversy about
denying Federal funds for failure to meet the FIDCR was
a motivating factor for the three Congressional morator-
iums on the FIDCR child-staff ratio requirements.

There are alternatives to the total denial or with-
holding of Federal funds to obtain compliance. Some of
those offered by Tomlinson and Mashaw (1977), two experts
in the field, include:

- transferring grants or awarding subsequ nt grants
to a different grantee.

- cking Congressional statutes making iolation of
Federal requirements a civil or crimin 1 offense,
subject to fine or imprisonment.

- or even more dramaticallyf'seeking Con4ressional
statute which provides "for the removal trom office
of State and local officials who violate Federal
standards in the administration of a Federal grant"
(p. 690).
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- publicizing through local news media, meetings...

cases where there is grantee non-compliance.

- bringing a law suit in a Federal-eourt against

a grantee to compel the grantee to observe
Federal.requirements (p. 681).

- disallowing prOgram or project expenditures which

do not conform to Federal requirements (p. 677).

- imposing special administrative conditions or
requirements on a grantee, for example, requiring
retroactive payment for serv.ices purchased which
did not comply with Federal regulations (p. 688).

Enforcement Procedures. Theoretically the bottom

line of an enforcement policy is the application of sanc-

tions. Realistically the bottom line is the process af

challenge and negotiation which occurs when the applica-

tion of sanctions is threatened. This process of chal-

lenge frequently produces situations where acceptable
compromises are agreed to as an alternative to enforcing

penalties. Negotiation is the heart of a regulatory

policy and for it to take place in a just and equitable

runner it should not occur informally or haphazardly.

This requires that procedures be unambiguous in defining

appropriate rules of conduct, be interpretable to those

affected by the regulations, and be wall publicized.

There should% an established set of procedures

which formalize conditions for both enacting and appealing

the enforcement of sanctions. These procedures should be

specified in such a manner'that those affected by the

regulations are not hampered in their attempts to play

a role in the enforcement of those regulations or in their

right to challenge perceived abuses. Reliance on liti-

gation as a compliance technique for social services is

an obvious example. Litigation has been aptly character-

ized as a slow and expensive process producing'little
positive effect (Tomlinson and Mashaw, 1977). "It has

been recognized that while legal barriers to public 'inter-

vention have been reduced substantially in the last ten

years, the current mechanisms are clearly insufficient

to provide effective participation by customarily unrepre-

sented interests. Usually the interest,of the individual

is too sMall to j4stify the cost of participation in the

decision" (U.S.' House of ReOresentatives, 1976, p. 475).

Title XX.establishes two different sets of conditions

for applying FIDCR related penalties: (1) the procedures

identified for withholding all or part of a State's
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Title XX,monies, and (2) the procedures followed to deny
payment for day care services which do not meet the FIDCR.

The Secretary of HEW ha:, the discretion to apply
penalties for State non-compliance with the requirement
to establish'and enforce FIDCR administrative activities
allx after the State has been 'put on notice. Ji has had
an opportunity for a ZorMal hearing conforming to adminis-
trative procedures developed tor the Social Security '

4

program (45 crR, Section 213).
*

The application of FFP penalites follows the standard
audit procedure. An HEW regional auditor informs a State
that one or more Title XX funded day care programs have
been found out of compliance with the FIDCR and requests
the State to reimburse the Federal Government for all
Federal monies spent to purchase care from these programs
for the period of time the programs haye been judged out
of compliance. There are no provisions established in the
Title XX regulations for formal hearings to establish the
legitimaiy of an auditors claim that a Title XX funded day
care program has been found to be out of compliance with
the FIDCA. A State can challenge audit fiadings only
after penalties have been applied.

4

The FFP enforcement procedures exclude the day care
provider from the negotiation and challenge process.
Title XX regulates the State and has no provision which
allows the provider to challenge the Federal Government
directly. When a day Care provider is found out of com-
pliance with the FIDCR, the State must negotiate with
the Federal Government. If the'provider wishes to chal-
lenge the auditors.findings he or she must work through
tLe State.

A theme that has been frequently advanced in this
chapter is the importance of developing a regulatory pro-
cess which is responsive to the needs if those being
regulated and which encourages public input. Nowhere
would this need appear to be greater than in the enforce-
ment of regulations. The situation that presently exists,
referred to above, is that pe%Alties and enforcement
procedures identified in Title XX relate only to the

State. States have the responsibility for enforcing the
FIDCR and can exercise their own discretion in defining
non-compliance penalties and enforcement procedures for

applying sanctions. Five States, for example, have no
identified procedures for denying, suspending, or revoking
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State day care licenses (Lawrence Johnson Assoc). N ques-

tion which needs to be raised is whetter the Federal,Gov-

ernment should assume a role for ensuting equitable
enforcament of the FIDCR. In an article about the problems

HEW faces when it-enforces regulations, the authors

(Tomlinson and Mashaw), suggest two approaches the Federal

Government could take to foster the equitable enforcement

of regulations:

- Requiring, as a precondition for receiving Federal

monies, that the gTantee establish a formal, pub-

licized complaint mechanism with prescribed time
periods for the disposition of complaints.

'- Having the Federal agency assume the responsibility

of informing the public-affected by a _ederally
regulted program about the availability of com-

plaint'procedures.

On the whole, the Federal Government has shown littke6,06,

commitment to enforce the F1DCR or to impose any penalties.

In no instance has the Federal Government withheld or

denied Federal funds. Some of the reasons for this lack

of enforcement are:

The imprecision of the language of the FIDCR has

made it difficult to determine what constitutes
compliance and to apply.sanctions in an equitible

manner.

Many State and local administrators and day care
providers believe that the penalty of denying
funds is too harsh for non-compliance considering
the ambiguity of the purpose and language of the

regulations.

RegionalAoffices responsible for interpreting

the FIDCR give conflicting interpretations of

individual FIDCR requirements.

4 6
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SECTION. III: STATE IMPLEMENTATION

The responsibility for establishing and maintaining
an effective regulatory policy rests wich the Federal
Government; the responsibility for'adminittering national
regulatory policy is sometimes assumed by the Federal
Government and sometimes delegated to State or local
Governments. In the case of the FIDCR administrative
responsibility presently rests with the States. The
Federal Government does not prescribe any system of admin-
istrative procedures to be used by the States in'imple-
menting the FIDCR. Rather, each. State must assume the
responsibility,for developing and organizing its own ad-
ministratiVe procedures and policies to ensure State and
program campliance with the individual FI::/ sections. In
responding to this task States must.balance their needs
with the demands placed upon them by the presence of Fed-

s-eral regulations. This section will discuss the conse-
quences for State operations and policies when procedures
to administer and enforce the FIpCR are implemented.

In same instances the administrative tasks that States
, must perform are specified in the FIDCR. The FIDCR evalua-
tion section, for example, requires States to monitor FFP
day care programs. Where the FIDCR do not specify required
administrative tasks'States must firiE7-13entify new tasks,
and then, either.use,existing procedures required by other
regulations to accomplish them or establish new proce-
dures.

Listed below are the admilAistrative functions States
generally implement to meet the Title XX FIDCR administra-
tive requirements (Pacific Consultants, 1976; APWA,1977,
REAP 1976).

.
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'Activities To Ensure FIDCR Compliance

Licensing - activities undertaken to ensure that a

provider is in cOmpliance with State or local codes .

and with the FIDCR provisions.. Issuance of a license

is generally preceded by an aOplication process and

on-site visits by agency personnel and local fire and

sanitation inspectors.

tionitoring. - periodic assessment of day care facili-

ties to.ensure theAr compliance with State and'Federal

day care regulations. Monitoring is an administrative

activity which is distinct from licensing and relicens-

ing. The frequency of this activity varies widely

from State to State.

General State Management Activities

Tnformation and Refert4l - activities required to

--"Iriaaisse.---r"coectarinateinformation to potential

clients-about existing day care resources. The

process of client placement varies among States.

In some States client placement is the job of the

department or agency administering the Title XX day

.care program; in other States it is the rasponsi-

.
bility of the client.

Client Eligibility Determination - the process of

iden4fying criteria for clients' eligibility for

FFP day care and verifying the legitimacy of clients'

claims for service... Under Title XX, individuals

may be eligible for services-based.on their income

or their status as current reclpients of public

assistance. States differ in how they assign re-

sponsibility for this task. In some States the

program provider determines client eligibility; in

others it is the task of the State or local office

responsible for the State Title ,XX day care program.

Fiscal Management and Reimbursement - adcounting

and quality control functions required to process

and oversee the receipt and disbursement of day care

funds. A State's reimbursement policies determine=

reimbursement rates and the conditions under which

a provider car claim monies. These policies differ
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for each State.and are frequently different within
States.

Purchase of Service - the prociss of developing
contractual arrangements with day care providers for .

the provision of FFP day care. The purchase of ser-
iiice contract, or agreement, is a legal document

A which:

--establishes the legal base for the purchase of day
care with Title XX monies.

--describes the responsibilities of both parties to
the contract.

--describes with varying degrees of specificity the'
type of day care being purchased and the number of,
children for whom,services will be reimbursed.

Technical Assistance -task-oriented training which
is provided for specific management or administrative
functions. Technical assistance for day care provid-
ers can include information and aide in the develop-
ment of skills in areas suCh as reimbursement policies,.
record keeping, reporting and contract procedures.

Training - prograths and activities designed to up-
grade the skills and knowledge of day care providers,
administering agency staff and parents. Activities
undertaken may vary in intensity from distributing
materials and scheduling workshops, to offering
one-to-one assistance. ,

Planning - establishing program objectives and
identifying systematic pkoced,utes to accomplish
these goals.

Coordination of Service - the process of ensuring,
the delivery of health, nutrition and supportive
social services.

For many States, the activities desctibed above are
the Same ones that are undertaken to administer and enforce
State licensing codes. FIDCR compliance activities often
piAyback on existing management activities. Since each
State has individual needs and historical conditions, each
organizes and implements the FIDCR differently. There is,
in fact, great variety in the ways States and local
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GoVernments organize to comply with the FIDCR. The dif-
ferences are reflected in the, way they assign 'and imple-

ment'FIDCR related functions.
\

stfite FIDCR enforcement and management activities,are
organized according to one of three aaminietrative models:,
State adMinistered systems, State supervised/County
administered systems, and'a -coMbination zystem which is
administered at both the State and county levels'. The
distinguishing characteristics of each of these models are'

the sites,of decision making and implementation activitiei.
In a State administered system decision making iesponsi-
billities rast solely with the State. While there may be
regional offices, they are not autonomous and most imple-
mentation'procedures are uniformly performed throughout

the State. 41 a State supervised/county adMinistered sys-

tem decision,makz.ng responsibilitiei rest with the counties
or districts4nd the counties have considerable autonomy
to act mithin established State'guidelines. Under this

'system programs within i State may be operated in a number ,
of different ways. 1/ A combisnation system defines itself,
responiibility for administrative functibns are shared by

both the State and county. The,mRst frequently implemented
model is thriszentralized,or State administered system;
thirty-thrle f33) States now implement this system (in-

cliding

,

the'District of Columbia). Fifteen, 0.5) States

implement a decentralized, State supervised/county admin-
istered system and three (3) States operate &combination'
system (Pacific Consultants, 1976).

The fact that.thirty-three 6tates operate a centralized
system does not'mean, however, that there is a similarity

in the *way these States designate responsibilities, utilize
staff or interpret thwir role. Table 6 illustrates the

range of'differences which exist in States'implementing the

same administrative model. Arizona, Illinois, Louisiana
ilaThennsylvania are all State adminiStered systems; yet

1/ In New York, for example, which operates on a State
supervised/county administered system, the counties

operate very different programs. In Albany, county
decisions and administrative functions originate in
one central C44ce, while in WestcheSter County ten
separate offi ,s each assume these responsibilities
for their respective areas.
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TARLE 6 Assignment of Responsibilitiei in Fo
the Same Administrative Model

Administrative
Funelions Arizena

States Following

Illinois Louisiana Pennuylvania

Level. of State govere-
maul responsibLe for
licensieg:
4. Day cafe cvetorg a.

U. Family day care b.

Stato

Local

4. State a. District

b. Stake . b. Local

Staff coupon:lilac
tor monitoring:
a. Day care centers

b. Family day care

Staff responsible
for eligibility
deleimination

Liwel ot Stale
6uvOrement rcepoa-
miblc tor fiscal
mailers

Licensing
workers 1/
and pecral
day core
monitors 2/

bay care
workers I/

a. Liceasing
workers,
special day
care moni-
tors, and
POS'unii

b. PDS unit
and licens-
ing werkers

icia1 uorvicu,
day care
workers 5/

State

TAtle XX
eligibility
centers

State t

-a. State and
district

b. Distiict.

a: FOS unit

b. Day care''Y
wdrkurs.

Social service,
day care
workers alid
providers ye

4. Licensing
workers

Licensing
' workers

-
Social service,
day care
workers and
provider-a

State and
local 6overn-
went enit

171-i
3/ Special-d'ay care menitorsr workers who have monitering ae lbuii primary responeibility

and who only monitor child day'.care programs.
PUS units members of purchase of service unit who monitor for compliauee with cunliact
pruv.inions.

4/ hay care wuukerm: winters who have multiple child day ,orc manaucmenl functiuns (Wiser
lhae licensing) in addition to monitoring functions, includteg intolmaiion and iciest-al,
ellen: eligibility, training, and technical assistance.

5/ liocial suss/lots, day ouru werkeru: suciai nurvico and day
0 She Title XX deuignated agency.

6/ Nuviders: ihdividnals Or prouramn utlurinu (lay oaso

cavil wcskyru, tivacraily 1),111

Nonuccs Pacific Consuitantu, Child Day Calm Hanagement-Otndy, Voi. io 14/s.
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there 'are substantial,differences in the way they assign
task responsibilities and in where they locate units within
the State organization.

States also differ as to what administrative functions
they emphasize. There is no uniform interpretation of how
Stated should implement administrative functions, and it.
is impossible to draw any conclusions about the effective-.
ness of a State's FIDCA enforcement system from looking at
the way in which ,it implements any one administrative
ftnction. State and local Governments fashion their pro-
grams by'responding to such diverse forces:as the State's
level of commitment to enforcing day care, regUlationspast
experiences with-successes and failures, fiscal constraints,
organizational models.used to implement State licensing
code& and personnel. interests and availability. As a
result, the level of effort a State expends in one area
does not necessarily teflect the same level of commitment
to implementing other administrative functions. Some
States, for example, prefer to concentrate their energies
on training activities While others focus on licensing.

The organizational model a State follows to implement
FIDCR enforcement and,administrative tasks does hot appear
to be related to.how effective a State is in complying
with the regulations ,(APWAI.1977, REAP, 1976). Fol. example,
the hypbthesis that a State's effectiveness in complying
with the FIDCR is related to the frequency'of State monitor-
ing contact has no validity when one looks at the available
data. In North Carolina, which is Shown to'have a high,'
record of compliance'with the FIDCR chilct,to staff ratios
(Abt Supply, 1977), day care centers are monitored on an
annual basis. Florida, on the other hand, has a less
impressiverhistory in enforcing the FIDCR and monitors
semii-annually. And in the District of Columbia, which has
one of th five lowest records of compliance with the FIDCR ,

in PPP day care centers in,the country, monitoring contact
with day care centers is established on,a monthly basis
(Pacific Consultants, 1976).

Of the nine elements of day care covered by the FIDCR,
there is only one--that of child-staff ratio--for which
national data indicate the success or failure of States
in insuring program compliance. Even in this area, caution
must be used in interpreting the data.since the compliance
level for center care looks different depending on how
the child-staff ratios are calculated.
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The Abt'Supply Study (1978) estimates that, on a
national basis, between 32 and 63 percent of'federally
funded day care center programs comply with the FIDCR
child-staff ratios.. 3/ The large discrepancy exists be-
cause it-is possible to measure child-staff ratios either
liberally or conservatively and each interpretation produces
radically different results. Similar problems of interpre-
tationsixist in determining compliance .with the child-
staff ratios in family day care homes producing extreme
variations in compliance data. When child-staff ratios
are calculated including the caregiver's children under
age 14, 36 percent of family day care homes. have six or

more children. When a less stringent, measurement policy
is used, and Only the caregiver's children under age six
are included in the ratio count, only four percent of
regulated. homes have six or more children (Caregivers
Survey, 1977). 3/

-For the other FIDCR requirements there is only
inconclusive, anecdotal information on compliance because
it is difficult.to determine what constitutes 'compliance.
As mentioned earlier, the lack of specificity in 'the
language of the FIDCR leaves them open t6 wide variations
in interpretation. I addition, Interpretive materials
that could be.used to standardize the implementation of
the FIDCR were not made available to the-States*.uhtil 1977.

As a consequence of the lack of compliance data, the

answer to the policy question .of whether States should continue

to assume the responsibility for enforcing and administering
the FIDCR cannot be based on the relative success States have
had in ensuring day care provider compliance.

2/ Table 4.5 and Figure 4.2 in the "Report on the Appro-
priatentss of the Federal Interagency Day Care Require-
ments" illustrate State compliance levels for FFP day
care programs, where national coplpliance it estimated
at 63 percent using a liberal interpretation of calcu-
lating child-staff ratios. For further details see
Chapter III in the same report.

3/ See Chapter III of "Report on the Appropriateness of the
Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements" for a discus-
sion of problems in calculating FIDCR child-staff
ratioL).
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Establishing compliance with the FIDCR affects'State
administrative practices and policies. Determining,what the
specific consequences are to State operations, however, is

a'difficult task. it is almost impossible to separate the

additional administrative costs and staff damands°imposed

by enforcement aätivities froM other program costs. \In
addition, since the procedures that States follow to imple- 1

ment the tIDCR are frequently just an ixpansion of activi-

ties organized to administer State licensing codes, ii is

not always possible to determine the additional time And
effort needed for activities designed to ensure compliance

with the FIDCR. It is also difflcult to know where to
attribute the responsibility for problems States face in
implementing'the FIDCR. ,Problems may exist because'of the'
additional demands ,t.ha FIDCR place on State systems or.

problems may exist becauie of weaknesses already occurring

in the State process. Finally, there are major limitations

in.the information available on- this subject. The four

major resources for this area, the "Tri-State Day Care
Management Study," the "Title XX FIDCR Impact Study," the,

"Child,Day Care Management Study," and the.study on "The

Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements: an AsseSsment

of Barriers to Compliance in itegion V," are primarily
descriptive pieces which rely nn individual opinion and
observed behavior in a limited number of situatiohs. The

findings reflect.the views of individuals interviewed
and none of the information collected was systematically

validated. .

Some States do, however, appear to be more successful

than others in implementing the FIDCR and the question

-remains: Why?

In a ten State Survey conducted by R.E.A.P. Associates

in 1977 1= the American Public Welfare Association it was

found that States judged to be successful shared certain

characteristics:
,n

Zood management practices seemed to pay off. States

which could efficiently coordinate services and in-

ternal administrative procedures, and ensure an
exchange of appropriate information appeared to be

better able to deal with th'è demands of the FIDCR.

The focus of state management activities, like the
general quality of management practices, appeared to

affect compliance. In States that had high compli-

ance levels with the FIDCR, administering agency

5 4
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Itaff appeared to spend a significant amount of time

with day care providers. How the staff Contact was
initiated and.nuttured did not seem to matter,
whether through licensing, monitoring, training or
technical assistance activities. What did seem to
matter was that a rapport and dialogue between the
administering agency and the provider be established.
And, it also seemed important that this relationship
be focuded on clarifying problems and improving cer-
vices. .In contrast, it was found that in Statea
judged to be in low coipliance with the FIDCR, ad-
ministering agency staff time was-primarily focused
on the environmental, health and s-fety aspects of
licensing.

Statea which invested the necessary staff time and
,effort to develop monitoring materials which articu-
lated policies and practices also appeared to bemore
successful in Covvilying with the rIpat than those
States which did not focus administrative activities
to provide this structure. The language Of the FIDCR
is frequently ambiguous and State licensing and moni
toring personnel appeared to need clear directives
establishing what they were to measure and how the

would evaluate program performance.

Pinally, the day care programs of States in higk
compliance appeared to be operated in a regulatory
clithate supportive of the goalc and purposes/Of the

FIDCR.

Because FIDCR activities usually piggyback/onto the
regulatory or purchase of service procedures of State stan-
dards, it is also difficult to separate out what additional
administrative 'costs the enforcement of the tIDCR imposes

on a State. The APWA and the REAP studies indicate how-

ever, that administrative activities that involve provider
contact have commeasurate coststraining and licensing of
faeily day care homes having the highest potential cost

imglications. In five States estimated'to'be in high
compliance with the FIDCR, training costs averaged about
$237 per trainee (A2WA, 1977).

The relatively high turnover of family day care homes
within short periods of time, and the low ratios of chil-

dren to administering staff, make this a more expensive
mode of day care to administer than center based day care
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(see Table 4.6). It takes more staff per child to'estab-
lish and maintain contact and coordinate activities for
family day care than it does for center-based day care.

Licensing and monitoring activities dirIcted toward
providing technical assistance require a staff with
greater skill when provider contact is encouraged than
when it is not. States which want to provide more tech-
nical assistance through provider contact face the alter-
native of hiring new staff with the professional backgrounds
necessary to perform these tasks or training the existing
staff in these skills. Both options are potentially ex-
pensive. Hiring a more professionally experienced staff
Increases salary expenses, while providing inseryice train-
ing can require a significant investment of personnel and
financial resources.

To the extent that States do not have the necessary
staff available to ensure day cz..re provider contact and
coordination of activities, they will have to hire addi-'
tional personnel. If the information frott the FIDCR
Title XX Impact Study is at all representative of the
status of State administrative personnel needs, States
do-have sufficient staff to ensure quality contact time
with day care providers. However, to aczomplish this task
existing staff time will need to be reallocated. Rea4lo-
cation of staff time will have accompanying costs as '

existing tasks will have to be deferred or transferred
to other staff.

TABLE 4.6 Average Annual Costs Per/Child of Licensing
and Monitoring in Center and Family Day Care in Selected
States

Family Lay Care Center Care

Licensing $24.00/child $5.40/child

Monitoring $23.00/child $10.50/child

Source: APWA, 1977
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Finally, theteffect of the FIDCR on State day care
policies is not entirely clear. Some States, such as
Alaska, have decided'not to fund dayrcare out of Title XX
monies and have instead purchased ,care with State funds or
through the AFDC program. This probably is related to the
State's concern about having to comply with the FIDCR, al-'
though other factors (such as wage rates, pressures from
unions) also contribute to these decisions. 4/

It is not possible to determine if the responsib4ity.
for administering and,enforcing the FIDCR places an exces-
sive burden on State capabilities or resour.ces. Except
for'the data on program.compliance with the F/DCR child-
staff ratios, there is no reliable information on how
effective States have been in implementing the other FIDCR
components. The information on FIDCR related cotsequences
to State administrative policies and costs is priwarily
descriptive and has been complled only.for a few States.
Further, HEW has not provided the guidance or enforcement
to support State efforts to implemenethe FIDCR. For.all
these reasons, objective evidence is not available to
decide if States should.continue to assume the responsi-
bility for administering and enforcing the FIDCR. For
subjective reasons, this current practice makes sense.
At the hearings held to review a draft of the "Appropriate-
ness Report", there was little or no support for having
Federal monitors take over current State roles. What
appears to be clear is that there is a recognized need to
have HEW assume a more directed regulatory role, supportive

:of State efforts to implement Federal day care requirements.

4/ Even if States-elect not to fund day care programs out
of Federal Title XX monies, there would be no saving
of Federal monies as long as the State continued to
spend its full Title XX allotment.
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',GYP

ciessm.Y OF TERMS If

Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, an agency

within the Ctfice of Human Development,Services, HEW.

AIIIMISTERING AGM=

The agency that receives Federal funds under Titles XX (Social

Services), TV-B (Child Welfare Services), and IV-A (WIN).

. for Nay care services and that has ultimate responsibility for .

the oonduct of the day care serOices program. The administdring

agency may be the State Title XX public social service agency

or the Child Welfare Service,' (Title °agency, if separate

frmn the Title XX agency. The term "administering agency° may

alsO reffrr, in'scme States, to the local public agenciea author-

ized by law bo administer the sc ial services programs.

AFDC WRIC EXPENSE DISREGARD Al

The.dedUction of certain work expenses, such as the cost of

day care services, in the computation of a person's incama for

the purpose of determining AFEC benefits.

AGE OP ENTRY

Age at which a child enters a day care program.

AGE MIX

Toe age composition ot a group of children in a day care setting.

' AID TO FAMILIES WITH mem= CHILEVEN (AFEC) PRD.M%

A Federal financial assistance program, authorized under Title Ili-A

of the Social Security Act. The AFEC program provides money bo

1/ This Glossary defines terms as they have been used in day care

research or as they are cormonly understood by the Department

ct Health Education and Welfare.
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States, which provide seririces and distribute cash assistance

to eligible needy families with dependent children, to cover

costs of food, shelter, clothing, and other items. Wen the

income of AFDC recipients is calculated in order to determine

benefits, the cost of certain work-rele:Lzd expenses, including

day'care, may be deducted. See AFDC WOrk Expense Disregard.

Administration tor Public Services, an agency within the Office of

Human twelopment Services, HEW.

CAREGIVER

CAsp

CDA

1)".1

CCM

CFR

A person who provides ditect care to children in a day care

setting. Caregivers include teachers and'aides in day care

center classrooms; Lmnily day care providers and aides; and

providers of in-home day care.

See Comprehensive Annual Services Program Plan.

,See Child Development Associate.

ICATIOR

State enddrsement or apprwal of a day care facility or provider for

compliance with Federal and/or State day care regulations.
.11

See Canprehensive Employment and Training Vt.
e

See Code of Federal Regulations.

CIILD CARE FOOD PROGRAM

A.Federal program, administered by the Department of Agriculture,

to assist States, thraugh grants and other means, to initiate,

maintain, or expane nonprofi4; food service programs for children

in facilities proviang childcare, including day care centers,

family day care homes, and Head Start centers.

ta



Glossary

CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSCCIATE (CDA)

Alpert= who has earned the early childhood education/child

development credential awarded by the Child Development Associate

Consortium. the CDA credential is a professional award that

certifies that a "person is able 'to neet the specific needs of

a group of childreh aged 3 bo 5 in a child developnent setting

by nurturing the children's physical, social, emotional, and

intellectual growth, by establishing and maintaining a proper .

childcare environment, and by promoting good relations between

parents and the child development center."

CHILD-STAFF RATIO

In a day care setting, the ratio of the number of children in a

group to the number of caregivers assigned to the group. A

high child-staff rIttio (for example, 20:1) means that there .

are many children per caregiverAn a group. A low child-staff

ratio (5:1) neans that there are relatively few children per

caregiver in a group.

camp WELFARE SERVICES (CdS)

Public social services that supplement or substitute for parental

care and supervision in order bo prevent or /remedy harm to children

and to protect and promote the welfare of children. Child Welfare

Services are authorized under Title. IV-B of the Social Security

Act. Among the services States provide under the program are

foster care, protective services, health-related services, family

counseling, homemaker services, child day care services4* and

emergency shelter services. Any child is eligible for services

regardless of the social or ao?mxilic status of the child or

family.

COM OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS (CFR)

Modification of the current general and permanent regulations

of the various Federal agencies. The Federal interagency Day

Care Requirements are contained in part 71, subtitle A4 of Title

45 (Public Welfare) of the Code of Federal Regulations.

Ca4PLIANCE

Conformity to regulations; belaying or operating in accordance

with regulations.
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Glossary

034FONENT, DAY CARE

A.mar aspect ot 21ement of a day care services program; for exam-

ple, a parent invylvement component would comprise all the acti/ities

through which parents may be involved in the provision of day care.

COMPREHENSIVE ANNUAL SERVICES PROGRAM PLAN (CASP)

The State's annual services plan required under Section 2004 of the

Social Security Act.

COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT OP 1973 (CETA)

. ,

Federal legislation authorizing funds to State and local governments

to provide job training and employment opportunities for economically

disadvantaged,- unemployed, and underemployed persons and to assure

that,training and other services lead to maximum employment opportuni-

ties. Day care services are offered as a support servide to partici-

pants in CETA programs. CETA workers may be employed by nonprofit day

care providers and may participate in on-the-job training at for-profit

facilities.

031PREHENSIVENESS

The breadth of coverage of lay care s4nderds, that is, the extent to

which a set at standards contains diff rent components of care.

Cafr 114UITY OP CARE

The stsbility of the caregiving the consistency and

balance-of care between the home and the y care facility.

CORE COMPONENT

An element of day care services that is esSential to the we11-being

of the child while in the day care setting:\ A noncore aomponent is

an element of day care services that affect's the total well-being

of the child, but is not essential to his ot her immediate well-being

in:the day care setting.

CURRICULUM

A, planned set of activities and materials carried out with a group

of children .13 a day care setting, designed to achiev,. certain goals

for children in care, such as age-appropriate social, emotional,

physical, and cognitive growth.



Glossary

CWS

See Child Welfare Services.

DAY CARE

Care provided to a child inside cr outside the child's home, by a

person or persons other than &mother of the child's immediate

family, during same portion of a 24-hour day. Day care is usually

associated with children wbose parents wort or carry out other pro-

ductive tasks. 3owever, components of day care, particularly for

children 3 to 5 years of age, gaty have characteristics identical

to preschool or nursery school programs.

DAY CARE, ALL-DAY OR FULL-DAY

Day care pvavided for more than 6 hours in I day.

DAY CARE, FdAL-TIME

Care pvavided for 30 hours or more per week in periods of less

than 24 hours per day. The HUR/APS FLDZR Monitorihg Guide

defines full-time care as care provided for 32 hours =mare

per week in pericds of less than 24 hours per day.

DAY CARE, PART-TIME

Care provided for less than 30 hours per week in periods of less

than 24 hours per day. The HEW/APS FIDCR Monitoring Guide-

defines part-time care as care provided:for less than 32 hours

per week in periods of less than 24 hours per day.

\\ILY CARE AIME

Aperson who assists a lead or primary caregiver in the direct care

of children in a day care setting.

DAY.CARE CENTER

A facility in which care is provided part of a 24-hour day for a

group of 13 or more children. The HEW/APS FIECRMtnitoring Guide

defines a day care center asa licensed facilitif in which care is

provided part of the day for a group of 12 orlmore children.

DAY CARE FACILITY

The place where day care is provided to children (e.g., a family

day care hcme, a group day care bane, or a day care center).



Glossary

DAY CARE PROVIDER

An individual, organization, or corporation that provides day care

services for childrer.

ECVEWPMEMAL SERVICES

A component of day care services that comprises the program acti-

vities, materials, and staff qualifications necessary to support

the cognitive, social, emotional, apd physical development of

children in care. This component ii not raw regulated by the

Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements.

EARLY PERIODIC SCREE:NING, comosIs, ND REkTMENT PROGRAM (EPSET)

An element of the Medicaid program (authorized under Title XIX

, of the Social Security Act) that provides\early screening and

periodic diagnostic and testing sertices tb children of AFEC

recipients and other needy children for the\purpose of detecting

potentially crippling or disabling physical 04-mental health

problems.

ELIGIBILITY FOR TITLE XX SOCIAL SERVICES

Persons eligible for social services, such as day, care, provided

under Title XX ct the Social Security Act are: recipients of AFEC

or Supplemental Security Incame (SSI) programs, and, ai\State op-

tion, other persons wbo meet State and Federal imam-Imitations.

States may set incOme eligibility limits that do not exceed 115

percent of the State median iMM3110 for a family of four, adjusted'

for *Wily size. Any individual is eligible to receive the follow-

ing services provided under Title XX without regard to incane:

family, paanning, information and referrall'and any service directed

at the goal of preventing or remedying neglect, abuse, or exploita-

tion of children or adults unabae to protect their own interests.

ENFCRCEMENT MECHANISM

The process by which Federal, State, or local governments take action

to campel observance of regulations.

FAMILY DAY CARE

Day Care,provided to a child'in the home of another family or

individual.

7



Glossary

FAMILY DAY CARE HCME

A private family home in which children receive day care during

same part of a 24-hour day. The HEIVAPS FIDCR Monitoring Guide

defines a family day care home as a liOensed or approved private

family home.in which children receive care, protection, and guid-

ance during a part ct the 24-hour day. A family day care home

may serve no more than a botal of six children (ages 3 through

14)--no more than five when the age range is infancy through

6--including the family day care mother's own children. Public 1

Law 94-401 (1976) provides that States, in-computing the number !

of children in a family day care home, need count only the chil-

dren cl the operator of the home who are under age 6.

FEDERAL INZERAGELCY MY CARE REQUIREMENIS (FIDM)

Federal regulations, issued in September 1968, that specify re- /

quiraments that must be met in the provision of day care funded I

under certain Federal programs. In 1968, the FIDIZR applied to

day care under: Title and Di-B of the Social Security Act; :

Title I, Title II, Title II-B, and Title V of the ECOnallie Opport

tunity Act; the Manpower Development and Training .Act; and, at

State option, under Title I ct the Elementary and Secondary

Dducation Act. (Many of these programs no longer exist.)

, The Social Services Amendments of 1974 (Public Law 93-647), whih
established Title XX of the Social Security Act, incorporated -

a modified form of the FIDCR into Title XX as a purchasing

requirement for day care funded.under Title XX, Title III-A 0#

and Title IV-B programs.

The FIDCR are organized acoording bo nine categories or ca1!xrents

of day care services, ai follows: Day Care Facilities (incl ing

types of facilities; grouping of children and child-staff rat osi

and licensing or approval of facilities); Enviromental Standards

(location of day care facilities; safety and sanitation; suitlabil-

ity of facilitiei); Educational Services (educational opportynities,

activities, and materials, supervision by t,,ined or experienced

staff member); Social Services (coordinated rovision of social

services, counseling and guidance to par. -, assessment ofe:ild's

adjustment in day care program).; Health and Nutrition Servi ;

Training of Staff; Parent Invcavement; Ackninistration and Coordi-.

nation; and Evaluation.



Tne rates charged by a day care provider to purchasers in full or

partial ccmpensation for services rendered. A fee schedule that

varies--based on family inccme, family size, or age of the child

in careis usedby many providers. A sliding fee schedule may

be required of providers who serve children supported under

Federal social services prcgrams. Title XX requires that States

impose fees reasonablY related to income for services furnished

to perscns with incomes over 80 percent of the Stateis median in-

ccme. States may impose fees for recipients and persons with

incomes below the 80-percent level. In cases in which sliding

fees are used, the wcial services agency in effect shares part of

the cost of care with the child's family.

FEDERAL MANUAL PART1CIPATICU (FFP)

A designation indicating that same or all of a iacility's funds are

Federal. Non-FFP care is purchased entirely with private funds.

Most FFP facilities are required to meet the FIDCRI if they fail to

do so, the Government is obligated to withhold reinbursement to the

State for care purchased during the period when they were not in

ccmpliance.

FFP DAY CARE FACILrTY

In this report, the term FFP facilities refers to facilities that

receive funding under Title XX,IV-A (Social Services), pr-nh (4IN)

or IV=B programs.

FIDCR

See Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements.

POLLOW=THBOUGH

A Federal program, administered by the °face of Education Of the

Departmelt of Health, Education, and Welfare, that offers specific

proginsms of instruction, health, nutrition, and related services

that aid in the continued development of elementary school children

from low-income families who participated in Head Start and other

qualified preschool programs.

FULL-TIME MUIVALENT (FTE)

A term used in personnel management to denote the amount Rf time;

effort, or cost expended in one full-time positim.



Glcesary

GAO
General Accounting Office.

GROUP DAY CARE HOME

An extended or modified, licensed or approved family residence in

which family-like care is provided, usually to school-age children,

and usually for up to 12 children.

GRCUP SIZE

She number of children in a day care center classroom or cluster, or

in a family day care home or group day care home. Maximum'allowable

group sizes for different forms of care are specified by State licens-

ing standards and the Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements.

HMO SIART

A Federal programs provides comprehensive health, education,

nutrition, social, .0.4 other services primarily.to economically

disadvantaged preschool children And their families. The prograp

emphasizes the importance of local =Immunity control and parent

involvement in the activities of their preschool children.

INC= TAX CREDIT FOR amp CARE EXPENSES

A credit against tax due for 20 percent of qualified child care,

expenses, up to a maximum of $2,000 in expenses foc one dependent

and $4,000 for two or more. She maximmm creditsis $400 for one

.dependent and $800 for two or more.

INFANTS

Children under 18 months of age.

INFORMATION AND IMPERIAL SERVICES, DAY CARE

A resource that provides information to individuals about day care

services available in the community. They usually.provide the

names, addresses, and phone numbers of several day care centers or

family day careshomes that would be convenient.to the home or place

of work of thelamily making the inquiry (Travis and Perreault, 1977).

M....101E DAY CARE

Care provided for a portion of the. day in the child's home by..)
nonrelative or by a relative who is not a memberof the child's

immediate family.
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124-fialE CAY CARE

Care provided for a portion of the day in the child's home by

nonrelative or by'a relative who s not a member of the child's'

immediate family.

INSERVICE ZAAINING

job-related learning activities for caregivers, including advice

on and criticism of daily performance, on-the-job training, and

formal or informal academic experience.

LICENSING

Trie granting by a State cl a license, or permission to operate

a day care facility, to A provider who,has.shown evidence of

compliance With the State's licerming code, licenslng standards, .

or minimum requirements for the licehse.

LItENSING CODE

Specified standards in State law that must be met before a license

or permission to operate it granted y the State.

=ENS= STANDARDS

State-established standards that must be met before official

approval to operate is granted or before a license to operate

is issued.

MEbIAN FAMILY IICCME

The income level in a State that represents the level below Which

half of the incomes of households fall. The median inomme for

a family of four (adjusted for family size) in each State and

the District of Columbia is used to detetmine eligibility.of

individuals for Title XX services on the basis of incarie. See

Eligibility for Title XX Social Services.

M1hIMMICYZ

'The lowest wage per hour gprmitted by Federal law in industries

governed by the Fair Igabo?4-Standards Act. The current minimum

wage, $2.65 per hour, applies to day care center uvrkers and in-

home caregivers. It also applies to family day care homes when

-the caregiver is'regarded as an employee. '.
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1

t4CNITZEING

the observance and overseeing of day care programs by a governme

agency responsible for enforcing applicable regulations.

MONITORING GUILE, HEN/AFS F1DZR

Publication of the Administration for Public Services that pro-

vides guidelines for use by State agencies in aonitoring cut-of-

home child care facilities for the purpose of determining whether

or not the facilities meet Federal and State standards.
11

MORATORIA CN FIDCK.FilIZ-STAFF RATIOS

Congressional amendments to Title XX of the Sodial Security Act

that suspended or waived the FIDCR child-staff ratios under cer-

tain oonations:

o Public taw 94-120, sec. 3 (Oct. 1975) suspended FIDCR Title XX

child-staff ratios for children between the ages of 6 weeks and

6 years in day care centers and group day care homes if the

staffing standards actually being applied (a) complied with

applicable State law, (b) were no lower than corresponding

standards imposed by State law on Sept. 15, 1975, and (c) were

no lower than corresponding,standards actually! '..101 applied

it. the centers or homes on Sept. 15, 1975. The suspension

authorized by this law was in effect from October 1975 to

February 1976.

o Public Law 94-401 sec. 2 (Sept. 1976) extended the suspension

ndof staffing staards allowed by Public Law 94-120ito Sept. 30,

1977.

o Public Law 95-171, sec. 1(d) (Nbv. 1977) extended suspension

of the Staffing standards to Sept. 30, 1978.

NDCS

National Cey Care Study.

=cam caectuan

See Core Component.



NONPROFIT DAY CARE

IWN4

Day care provided by a public or private agency organization not

organized Bair profit.

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

POVERTY IEVEL

Pwr

4N

The lov-income ley .
based on the Social Security Administration's,

poverty thresholdi adjusted annually in accordance with changes in

the Consumer Price Index. Poverty levels reported by the Bureau

of the Census, U.S. Department of Coamerce, for 1976 'kW estimated

figures for 1977 are:

.976 1977 (estimated)

One person under age 65 $2, )59 $3,150 .

TWo persons, head of
household under age 65 3,826 41070

Three persons 4,540' . 4,830

Four persons 5415 6,190

Peabody Picture Vbcabulary Test, a measure of-ch4f1N,vccabulary

and verbal skills. 1,
*41

PRESCHCOLERS p.

Children aged 3 years or) older and under 6 years of "age.

PRE:SERVICE TRAINING

Training and education acqgired by a caregiver bef9re entering the

day care field.

PRIVATE-PAY DAY CARE

Day care supported by parent fees.
i(

4.
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PROFESSIONALISt7

In the National ray "are Study, professionalism was defined as the

total years and type of formal education and child-related train-

ing and experience of a caregiver. It is often thought of in a

broader context related bo the performance capaoility of a .care-

giver as measured by professional standards (e.g., award of.the

Child.Development Associate credential).

PROGRAM SIZE

The number of c ldren enrolled in a day care facility. .

PICPRIETARY CAY CARE

PSI

Day care provided on a for-profit basis by an individual or busi7

ness concern.'

s

Preschool Inventory, a test instrument of certain cognitive s:ills

and-knowledge of pFeschool children. The PSI is used to measure

ne aspects of schoOl readiness. .

PUICHASE-OF-SERVICE REQUIREMEIES

Requirements that Specify the'conditions Under which'the adninister-

ing agency agrees to purchue services on behalf of 'title XX, Title .

r0,-A (Social Services bo GUam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands),

Title IV-A(W111), or Title rv-E, programs. The FIDCR and,related ad-

ministrative regulations in parts Mtn 226, and 228 of title 45 cf

the Code of Federal Regulations are the purchase-of-service require--

ments for.day care eervices fundtd under the Social-Security Act.

REGISTRATION

,A process whereby a provider or potential.provider makes known.to

the appropriateState or loca.11 agency his or her intent to engage

in family day dhre. Registration maY take ieveral-forms and may

inclUde the provider's certification of theeting appropriate State

standards. Generally, HE( does not consider registration to be a

form of licensure. Registration as a form4 licensure is being

used on experimented with in several States. The process differs

somewhat frau State to State. The term registration is scmetimes

used bo refer bo a'Simple listing of existing faimily day'care

homes compiled by tin information and referral agency iTravis and

Perreault, 1977).

4.
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REGULATIOUS

Statement of a government agency of general or particular appli-

cability and future effect, designed to imlement, interpret,

,or prescribe law or policy, or describing the organization,

procedure, or practice requirements of an agency. Federal re-,

gulations have the force of law and aay-include,sanctions for

noncompliance. The Federal Interagency Day Car.: Rnquirements

are Federal, regulations (codified in part 71 cl Title 45 cd the

Code of Federal,Regulations). They weee developed to implement

a congressional mandate issued in sec. 107(a) of Public Law 90-222

that'the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare and the_

Director of the Office of Economic Cpportunity "coordinate prtgrams

under their jurisdicticns which provide day care, with a view

to establishing, insofar as possible, a ccmmon set of program

standards and regulations, and mechanisms for coordination at

the State and local levels."

Regulations implementing Title XX of the Social Security Act are

contained in part 228 of Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regula-

tions. Ihe day care requirements impc:.ed by sec. 2002(a)(9)(A)

of Title XX apsear in part 228.42 and incorporate by reference

the 1968 FIDCR, with some mcdifications, into the Title XX regula-.

tions.

REIMBURsEmEur RAiES

The amounts byWhich State will reinturse a day care provider for

day care services purcthased under a Federal program. Reimbursement

rates are set by the States.
4

SAO:MOUS

Actions taken by a Government agency to enforce regulations or

punish vicaation of them. Sanction's include (1) prOhibition, re-

quirement, limitation, or other condition affecting the freed= of

a,person; (2) withholding of funds; (3) iwsition of a penalty or

fine; and (4) charge of reimbursement, restitution, or compensation.

SCHCOL-AGE CHILIMEN

.

Children aged 6 years or more and.under 14.

SCHO3L-AGE-DAX CARE

Care piovided to children of school age,before or after schoo]

*hours.
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StandardMetropolitan Statistical Area. Vnis is a Federal Goverment

designation of a geocvaphical area that is an integrated econanic

and.social unit with a large population.

SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAM

A Federal program, authorized bylritle XX of the SoCial Security Act,

to enable States to provide social services_to public assistance re-

cipients and other low-income persons. The services must be directed

to one of five legislative goals: (1) economic self-support; (2) per-

sonal self-sufficiency; (3) protection of children and handicapped

adults frnu abuse, neg1e7t; and exploitation; (.0 prevention and re-

duction of inappropriate institutionalization; and (5) arrangement

for appropriate institutionalization and services when in the best

interest of the iodividual. Services offered by most States inClude

day care, foster care, homemaker services, health-related services,

and services to the mentally retarded and to drug and alcohol abuders.

Many other services are alsooffered.

SSI

See Suppler.ntal Security Income.

STAFF-CHILD RATIO

See Child-Staff Ratio.

STAFF TIMMER RATE

The percentage of caregivers terminating employment at a facility

over a given period of time. For example, in a day care center am-

ploying a total of five caregivers during a given year, the annual

staff turnover rate for that year would be 40 percant if too care-

givers terminated employment luring the year.

The,word "standards" has many definitions in this report; the term

is used in several of its generally accepted meanings: (1) a "rule

or vrinciple used as a basis for judgment"; (2) "an average or

normal requirement, quality, quantity, level, grade, etc."; or (3)

"a =del., goal, or example to be followed" (Random House Dictionary,

1966, cited in Morgan, 1977).
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STANDARDS (continued)

The Federal Interagency Day Car6 Requirements are Federdl funding

standards, containing specific requirements to *met as a condi-

tion of Federal.fundingror purchase of day care services. State

licensing codss,contain day care standards_that specify the condi-

tions that must be met before a license or permission to operate

is grar-ad. Funding standards and licensing standards can be en-

forced by the responsible Government agency through a variety of

sanctions: withholding or withdrawal of Federal money, in the case

of the Mat; and denial, suspension, or revocation of a license,

in the case of State licensing standards. The Child Development

Associate Consortium has established professional standards of

competent child care, by which applicants for the cro, credential

are judged.

Goal standards embcdy ideals or present mcdep of day care program

performance. Goal standards are not :Legal rl4g4rements and are

not designed bo be enforced.

swamp/AN

A permanent administrative plan,Ilin which the State designates

the administering agency for Title XX services and pledges itself

bo meet the compliance requirements of section 2003 ct the Social

Security Act.

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME (SSI) PROGRAM

Federal program that provides supplemental income to indigent

persons aged 65 and over or who are blind or disabled. States

are required to prcvide at least three services for SSI recipients

as part of.their Title XX program.

TITLE ry-A, SOCIAL SECURITY ACT

See Aid to Families with Dependent Children and AFEC Work Expense

Disregard.

TITLE SCCIAL SECURITY.ACT

See Child Welfare Services.

TITLE Xrp.SCCIAL SECURITY ACT

See Social Services Program,

88



.T3DDLERS

Children aged 18 months or"more and under 36 months.

WAIVER

WLSC

Suspension of the application of the Federal Interagency Day Care

Requirements by HEN, as allowed by the FIDCP under certain condi-

tions.

This term may also refer to the suspension of the FIDCR allowed by

Public LW 94-401 (1976), which provides that States may waive .

staffing standards otherwise applicable to day care centers or group

day care homes in which not more than 20 percent-of the children

in care (or, in a center, not more than five children in the center,

whichever is less) are children whose care, was being paid for under

Title XX, if the facilities Met applicable State staffing standards.

Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children. Test instrument, develcped

from the Weschler-Bellevue sdale, that musureL the intelligence

of children with regard to performance under given conditions, not

"native ability."

WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM (KM*

A Federal program designed to help recipients of AFDC become sell:-

supporting by providing training, job placement, and employment

opportunities, and related services. The WrIN program is authorize&

under Title IV-C of the Social Security Act. Supportive services

for WIN participants, authorized under Title IV-A of the Social

Security Act, include day care services.

(AP

1



APPENDIX A

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF

"The ApproDriateness of the Federal

Interagency Day Care Requirenents (FIDCR):

Report of Findings and Recommendations"
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=curve SMEARY

Day care bas become an increasingly important part of family life

in the United States. Today, 11 million children under the age of 14

spend a substantial part cl their, week in childcare arrangements. How

they spend their time in these fonmative years is a legitimate concern

of the public and of public policy.

Sor 2.5 million infants and toddlers, enrollment in day,care marks

their first separation from their parents during years that are critical

to their total development. Dor 3.7 million preschoolers, day care has

the potential to expose them to beneficial experiences that will better

prepare them for their first years in school. Sor slightly more than

4.9 million school-age children 13 and under, their experiences in day

care before and after school may be intertwined with school activities.

Children aged 10 to 13 are less likely than those in other age groups

to be in day care because many parents consider them to be old enough

to look after themselves when not in school.

The FedeTal Covernment--mostly the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare (HEW)--subsidized approximately $2.5 billion of childcare

arrangements in 1976. In 1975, parents spent $6.3 billion for privately

purchased day care.
AA

As a Eepartment concerned with the well-being of all children, HO4

has a fundamental responsibility to assure that the children and parents

assisted by its programs are well served and that day care funds entrust-

ed to the Department are well spent. HEW has a special responsibility

for young children who cannot protect their own interests.

Most of the day care arrangements financially assisted by HEW funds

are regulated by the Federal Interagendy Day Care Requirements (FIECR),

which are published Federal regulations authorized by Congress. The

FIECR were promulgated in 1968; in 1975, the FIDCR were modified and

incorporated into Title XX of the Social Security Act.

In 1975, Congress also mandated the Secretary of HEN to evaluate

the approkiateness of the day care requirement imposed by Title Xx.

This report responds to that mandate. It concludes that:

o Federal regulation of federally supported'day care is

Appropriate.

o The FIDCR can be rewritten, based on 10 years of experience, to

improve their ability to protect and enhance the well-being of

children.



This report is the result of 3 years of extenSaive study by HU4 of

research in the field of day care; cf 21 state-of-the-art papers speci-

ally commissioned for this project; and of comments from practitioners,

parents, adzinistrators, and other parties interested in day care.

As this report was being completed, the Secretary of HEW announced

that the Department was'beginning the process of revising the FIDCR.

Details of this process are described in Chapter 5.

2

0%P= 1
A PERSPEMIVE ON THE FIECR AND DAY CARE

The largest single Federal day cire program is carried out by HEW

under Title XX of the Social Security Act. In 1976, about one-third

of Jederally supported day care was provided urder Title XX, underwrit-

ing care for more than 600,000 children.

'The planned Title XX day care expenditure remained relatively

con4tant in fiscal years 1976 ($759 million), 1977 ($742 million).

and 1978 ($772 million), even though Congress enacted supplernental

.
appropriations cf $200 million above the ceiling in both 1977 and 1978

to help States meet the requirements imposed by the FIrm. Many

States, however, decided not to increase day care expenditures.

THE VARIETIES OF MY CARE

Tbame are three types of day care: in-home (provided in the

child's own twine); family (provided in the caregiver's home); and

center (provided in a center servirg more than 12 children).

Providers of each type vary widoly in background, experience, and

expertise. They range from grandrAhers and other close relatives to

homemakers with children of thei..- own to small business entrepreneurs

to professionals with graduate degrees in child development. Their

duties are the same, however: to protect the child from physical harm,

to feed the child and minister to the child's health needs, to set

disciplinary limits for the child, and to nurture the child in his or

her development.

Thiry study concludes that appropriateness must be evaluated in

terms of utat the FIECR are intended to accomplish. This study con-

cludes that, although the principal purpose of day care is to help

parents to work and to achieve self-support, the principal!. purpose of

the FIECR is to facilitate the appropriate social, emotioral, physical,

and oognitive growth of children in Title XX day care.

92



Chapter 2 of this report e4amines research, expert opinion, and

consensus of practical experience on the effects of the FIECR pcmponents

r- cn reducing risk of harm and on promoting the well-being of children in

care. Chapter 3 presents estimates of what certain FIDCR provisions

cost. Chapter 4 analyzes the effccts by the Federal and State govern-

ments to implement the FIDCR. Drwing on the data presented in the

earlier chapters, Chapter 5 discusses the kinds of pcaicy choices con-

fronting the Department and presents preliminary findings and conclu-

sions, recommendations, and HEW's plans for developing new mat.

CHAPTER 2

IMPACT OF THE FIECR CU CHILDREN IN 1Y CARE

The FIDOR'cannot be tested with,laboratory precision becaUse they

lack clarity and specificity, and are not uniformly in operation in the

-field. But their,appropriateness can be assessed, based oniekperience

and.available research. The basic criterion for assesament*is the

effect of the regulations on the well-being of the children in care.

Chapter 2 discusses the FIDOR components and. assesses them!in terms of

that criterion.

GROUPING OF CHILI:MN

Child-staff ratio and group size are the regulatable aspects of

day care that are most directly related to the amount and nature of

personal attention that caregivers can give children. Evidence shows !f

that small groups of children and caregivers best promote competent

child development. Group size should vary according to the ages of

the children in care and whether there are children, such as the handi-

capped, with special needs. Small groups are especially important for

children under age 3.

trod child-staff ratios and small group sizes may ih themselves

guarantee very little about the quality of care childreh receive,

because they interact with other components of day-caresuch as care-

giver competGnce. Any revision to the FIDCR should take this

interrelatedness into account. ,

Important natural variation in group size and chi d-staff ratios

occurs in a center or family day ca:e home during the, day and throughout

the year. This variation must be acccomodated by any'ladministrative

regulations. 1



CAREGIVER (PALIFICATIONS

Limited research data exist on the differential effects of various

types of education, credentials, experience, and inservice training

on caregiver behavior. Research data and expert opinion reveal, however,

that (l) specific caregiving skills are needed to support the well-being

of the child, (2) training can be used to promote these skills, and (3)

training is essential to refine or improve current caregiver performance

in all moles of care.

EDUCATIONAL OR DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES

Educational (or developnental) services shbuld lay the groundwork

far continued cognitive, social, emotional, and physical development.

This can best be achieved by clearly defined program objectives, quality

caregiving, and age-appropriate materials. This is importantfor all

dhildren, regardless of age.

Data indicate a disproportionate prevalence of developmental risk-

among children of low-income families. Over time, that risk impairs

their ability to thrive. The optional nature of, as well as the broader

developmental:goals intended by, this component must be clarified and

refined.

ENVIRCVMEZAL STANIARDS

There is no assurance that State and local safety and sanitation

ccues adequately protect the well-being of the child in the day care

enviranment. Mow codes were written for facilities other than day

care, and these codes do not cover the safety of play equipment.

The type of space is not the only important'aspect of environment.

Also important are play materials and privacy.

HEALTH SERVICES

A considerable portion of children in Title XX day care are at

risk with regard to their health. The present standards address all

the areas of concern regarding the child's health status both within

and outside the day care setting, but there are problems associated

with their implementation. Day care providers can more reasonably

be expected to be responsibae for quality control and preventive

functions for health problems than to deliver health care services.

9 4



NUTRITIONAL SERVICES

It is innortant to provide"children with nutritious meals and

snacks in day care bo help insure,that their overall diets are nutri-'

tionally sound. As many as a third of the children currently eligible

for federally funded day care are likely to he at risk in terms of

inadequate caloric intake and vitamin deficiencies. Many family day

care providers lack a basic understanding Of good nutrition and re-

sources to provide adequate nutritional services te the children

they serve.

PARENT INIXLVEMENT

Diderlying the Parent Involvement component is the belief that chil-

dren in day care will benefit frau the participation of their parents

in the program. Ihe data available on parent involvement in day care

generally indicate relatively low levels of parent participation in

such activities as policy planning and budget review. E3ucational work-

shops that provide childrearing information appear to be popular among

parents,. Several research and demonstration projects show that when

parents receive rigorous training in caregiving skills and tutoring

techniques, their children show significant social, emotional, and

copitive developmental gains. Parents become more sensitive bo their

children's needs and interact with their children in cognitively apprr

priate ways.

EXIAL SERVICES

This FIDCR component impacts only indirectly on the child in care.

It is nonetheless important because many childcare exPeits believe no

short-term intervention program can' succeed hn suppinting the competent

development of a child whose family is overwhelmed by its socioeconomic

plight or other problems. MOst parents want referral services that will

help them select appropriate day care for their child. This need is

largely ummet across the country. As with the Health Services component,

the emphasis of this component should be on information and referral

-'bo other social services.

1

ASPECTS OF DAY CARE NCT ADDRESSED BY THE FIECR

Chapter 2 also examines four aspects of day care not currently regu-

lated by the FIDCR.

9
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Continuity of Care

A great deal of research describes the negative effects on children

of all ages --and especially on young children--of caregiver instability

and inconsistency 411 cafegiving environments. Continuity of care appar-
,

ently is not enhanerld by current regulatory/administrative practices.

Although evidence suggests that this variable could not be easily regu-

lated, the impact of Title XX policies--including the FIDCR--on con-

tinuity of care should he considered in developing new FIDCR.

There are no data that specify the earliest age at which a child

can separated frcm the primary caregiver (usually the mother)'for an

extendE4 period each day without suffering negative developnental con-

sequence There is insufficient evidence to suggest that this component

should be regUlated.

Hours in Care

Ftrents who seek childcare arrangements because of employment

probably think of the hours of service more in terms of their own needs

than of the impsct on their children. The impact of hours in care on

child well-being has not been adequately assessed to suggest if this

variable should or Can be regulated.

. 0

PrograM Size

Data on the relationship between program, size and quality of care

are meagerljbut the results suggest that the bigger the orogram, the

bigger the problems. Sme of these problems, which include negative

interaction patterns between-teache;s and children and high levels of

staff turnover, are indicators of poor quality care. Many problems of

size can be overccme by proper management. At present,,however, the

evidence is insufficient to justify regulating this variable.

CHAPTER
CO$T IMFLICATIONS OF THE-FIro

Three major questions concerning the cost of the FIDCR are:

o Does meeting the FIDCR raise costs significantly above

those of private-pay care?



o Mat is the cost of bringing all Federal financial participa-

tion (FFP) day care facilities into ccmpliance with the FIDCR?

(FFP facilities are those receiving Federal funds.)

o How much do the ccmprehensive services now provided

ha FFP care add to its.cost?

The chapter addresses FIDCR related costs for the three major types

of childcare: center, family, and in-home. Centers receive the most

en0hasis because they are more likely than other facilities to be feder-

ally supported and because more is known-about center care than the other

too.
4

FIDCR COSTS FOR DAY CARE CENTERS

The iIDCR are minimum requirements that States must enforce to

receive Federal funds for childcare:. The additional cost of care that

results from meeting those requirements might be measured in several

ways. This recort uses cost estimates of the minimum compliance effort,

based on a reasonable reading of the Monitoring Guide of the Administra-

tion for Public Services. States and providers may choose to go beyond

the minimum requirements, of course.

Of all nine FIDCR requirements, only that regulating child-staff

ratios permits a specific numerical estimate of the additional excenses

of meeting that requirement. However, technical and definitional prob-

lems make even these estimates subject to significant differences in

interpretation.

Using the National Day Care Study - Supply Study data and a rela-

tively lenient methcd of measuring compliance, it would appear that meet-

ing the ratio requirement would increase the average cost of care per

child an estimated $19 a month or $227 a year ccmpared bo non-FFP

centers. This means that FFP children in centers meeting the FIECR will

receive care that is significantly more expensive than that purchased

by parents in centers serving only private pay children. Moreover, it

is likely that the majority of the non-FFP.centers could not meet the

cost of the FIDCR child-staff ratio requirement and continue to serve

private-pay children unless some subsidy were available for all the

children ha their care.

It appears that meeting the non-staffing requirements of FIECR,

using the minimum compliance interpretation, adls little to the resources

generally offered by private day care or already mandated by most State

licensing standards.

A 1976-77 survey estimated that 5,500 more full-time caregivers

were nneded nationwide to bring into ccmpliance the FFP centers not meet-

iv; FIECR child-staff ratio requirements. Estimates of the botal cost

bo hire those caregivers range from $33 million to $44 million a year,

depending on the,wages and fringe benefits offered.
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Many FFP centers complying with the FircR have staff beyond what

the regulations require. The 1976-77 survey estimated 12,400 such staff.

To the extentsthat any of the 12,400 staff now empaoyed in excess of the

FIDCR requirement could be reduced through attrition or shifted to non-

complying centers through transfer, the net cost of meeting the staff

ratio requirements would be reduced. Transfers would be most practical

in centers operated try school districts or other governmental units

(about 10 percent of all centers). Each thousand extra full-time eauiva-

lent staff reassigned or eliminated results in an annual reduction of

$6 million to $8 million in salary costs.

Finally, nonprofit FPI, centers often provide comprehensive services

(e.g., meals, transportation, and social services) that appear to go

beyond those required by the minimum interpretation of the FIDCR and be-

yond the services offered by fon-profit FFP providers. These extra

services, lower child-staff ratios, and higher wages push the total aver-

age monthay cost per child up to $190. That is $70 more than in non-

profit centers serving only private fee-paying parents, and considerably

more than low- or middle-income families are likely to pay without

Government financial assistance.

The higher oost of care in FFP centers is only one factor --but an

important factor --in explaining why FFP children in day care tend to be

separated from those in mon-FFP care. At present, 40 percent of non-

profit, nonwaivrable centers serve only FFP children. Another 20

percent serve between 75 and 99 percent FFP children. It is likely

that roughly 50 percent of FFP children in centers are in exclusively

FFP facilities. Enforcing the FIDCR would probably result in some

increase in the separation of the FFP and non-FFP children.
v

Ct course, other factors lead to separation of FFP and non-FFP

children. Examples of such factors are a center's location and State

ama local Title XX agency policies (e.g., New York City contracts with

organizations to,provide care exclusively for FFP children).

FIIXA CCM FOR FAMILY DAY CARE

More than 5 million children are cared for in homes other than their

ow for at least 10 hours a week. In contrast to the center market,

federally funded care is a small fraction of total family day care; only

about 140,000 children receivee FFP family care for the fourth quarter

of fiscal year 1976.

According to the FIDCR, FFP family facilities must be 1i.. 'ell. The

individual licensing and Title XX policies of each State determ f. in

large measure the impact of the FIDCR on family day care. For example,

State policies determine whether relatives and friends can be certified

to care for a Title XX child.
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A section-by-section analysis of the 7IDCR shows that Done of the

key famlly day care provisions (e.g., on the number of children in a

home, training, licens k monitoring, etc.) necessarily mean that reim-

Yiiibursement per FFP chil d be substantially above the average fees

charged for private-pay car However, some State and local policies

lead to substantial costs for training, support servicea, licensing,

and monitoring.

0

IN-KME CARE AND THE FIDCR

Nineteen percent of FFP children are served by in-home care. Little

is known about its cost and characteristics. Until much more is known

about wage rates and cther aspects of in-home care, the additional costs

(and benefits) of support services and training for these providers can-

not be determined.

CHAPTER 4
ADMINISTRATION OF THE FIDCR

/There are vertical and horizontal layers of regulation affecting

day care programs. Vertically, the Federal, State, and local govern-

ments regulate-day care. Horizontally, several Federal departments

and'agencies are involved and the States and localities also have

several regulatory bureaucracies concerned with day care.

The administrative issues surrounding the FIDCR include:

o The relationship of the FIDCR to State licensing standardb.

o The record of the Federal Government in developing, imple-

menting, and enforcing the FIECR.

o The ability of the States to administer the regulations.

STATE STINNDARES

State licensing standands pcescribe minimum standards of performance

that must be met by all State day care programs to operate legally.

It is difficult to compere State standards with the FIDCR because

of the lack of research data on the State standards and because State

standaxds often include local code requirements. States also differ in

respect to what components of a day 'tare program they regulate and in

how they apply the standards.
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State standards for center prcgrams come the closest to regulating

the same day care components as the FIECR. Aamost all States regulate

child-staff ratiorand the environmental, administrative, health and

safety, and educational asFects of day care center programs. They are

less unanimous in including requirements for staff qualifications and

staff training and regulating group size. Cn the whole, States do not

support establishing licensing requirements for social services, parent

involvement, and program evaluation.

'For family day care, both the FIECR and State standards establish

child-staff ratios, and facility, health, and safety requirements, but

other areas of the FIDCR have little similarity with State standards.

Hbwever, for five States, standards apply only to federally funded

programs.

Cnly 20 States have any requirements for in-home care. FIDCR do not

include standards for in-home care, relying on States to develop this

type of regulation.

The fact that a Stateitandard addresses requirements for the same

components as the MCP does not speak to either the adequacy or speci-

ficity of that standana. States do not always regulate the same aspects

of a particular component, and it is frequently difficult to determine

if the elements being regulated are ccmparable in importance.

- In conclusion, although State licensing standards have beccme more

stringent ha the past 10 years, the evidence indicates that these

standards still do not insure a minimum level'of program performance %ten

judged by their comprehensiveness.

FEDERAL IMPLEMENTATICN

The problem the Federal GOvernment has experienced Jan designing

and implementing a Federal day care regulatory policy are not unique.

Many of the difficulties are inherent in any regulatory process. This

report examines the FIECR within the broader oontext of the state of

the art of Federal regulation. The implementation of the FIDCR can be

assessed hn terms of six basic factors that influence the success or

failure of Federal regulation in general.

Clarity of Goals of Regulation

There has been confusion since the drafting of the 1968 FIDCR as to

what they are intended to accomplish. This confusion has existed despite

the clear regulatory 'nature of the FIDCR. The reglilatory goals are

unclear with respect to the purpose of the FIDCR, the degree of compli-

ance required, and whether the,FIDCR are consistent with the goals of

Title XX.
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Clarity of Language

The lariguage of the FIDCR and the lack of supporting materials have

have made the application of critical FIECR components a difficult task.

Public Involvement

The public affected by the FIDCR--day care consumers, providers,

and State achinistrators--did not participate in the development of the

FIDCR and is not informed that it has a role to play in the regulatory

process.

Regulatory Climate

The Federal Government has not shown strong leadership in building

and maintaining a consensus of support for the FIDCR.

Conflict of Loyalties

The process of implementing regulations can create conflicts of

loyalty among those resronsible for insuring that the goals of the regu-

lations are carried out. In the case of the FE:CR, these oonflicts can

occur when State officials ire responsible both for for providing a day

care service and.for terminating a major source of funds if day care

programs do not meet the, FICCR. Conflicts can also occur when State

licensing personnel play the dual role of consultant and program monitor.

A related problem can occur when the regulator is also the purchaser of

the day care service. A shortage of available day care can influence

the judgments made about the adequacy of the existing resources.

Enforcement Policies

Generally, the Federal Government has shown little commitment to

enforcing the FIDCR, or to imposing penalties for nonccmpliance.

STATE 3211:LE4EI7ATION

The States have encountered difficulties in aiministering and en-

forcing the FIDCR because the regulations are vague and ambiguous in

specifying what aiministratIve tasks are required.

It is difficult to detenrine the success or failure of States in

insuring program compliance because of the lack of reliable data. Avail-

able evidence indicates th.at, in States judged to be successful, agency

staff spent a significant amount of ttme with the day care provider,
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agency staff developed tecnnical assistance and guidance materials, and

the program operated in a climate that supported the implementation of

the regulations.

(bjsctive evidence cannot determine whether States should continue

to ascii* the responsibility for administering and enforcing the FICCR.

At the hearings held to review a draft of this report, there was no suo-

port for having Federal monitors take over current State roles. What

appears to be clear is that there is a recognized need to have HEW sup-

port State efforts to hmplement Fede al day care reouirements.

CHAPTER 5

. SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND NEXT STEPS

Congress has taken the view that day care is an important pert of

the lives of millions of children and, if federally supported, should

be regulatud. HEW agrees.

In developing the new FIDCR,' HEW will face difficult choices in

balancing competing values. The decivions made will reflect ha part

a view of the proper scope of Federal intervention and in part the

strength of the evidence justifying the intervential.

IRE NEED FOR MAKING CaFFICULT CHOICES

Perhaps the most fundamental aspect of a regulatoky scheme is the

inevitability of trade offs, the necessity of choosin3 between carpeting

values or goals. Resolving these dilemmas requires sacrificing some of

one objective to obtain acme of another. Sane of the choices that must

be made concern the comprehensiveness of the FIrcR, their extensiveness,

their.specificity, and sanctions for noncompliance.

Comprehensiveness

The spectrum of possible coverage of the new FICCR ranges from

quite nbrrOw,
exteiding-to only one or a few of the cvArrent components,

to quite comprehensive, )ncluding all of those now covered plus others.

Comprehensiveness also affects differently the various kinds of care

that are regulatedcenter care, family care, -or in-home care.

Extensiveness

For each aspect of care covered by the FIDCR, it is possible to

prescribe standards that are more or less extensive or stringent. For

exampae, the Environmental component of the FIDCR could prescribe,

standards designed to insure only the most minhmal elements of rhysical
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safety or.protection against abuse or emotional harm. At the other end

of the spectrum, the requirement could attempt to insure an environment
that'will guarantee a wide variety of experiences designed to promote
every aspect of a child'S social, emotional, physical, and cognitive

growth.

SEecificity

No matter haw comprehensive or narrow, reguirements can be draftea

with varying.degrees of specificity. Many of the existing FIDC11 are

general.

Sanctions for Nonconpliance-

For any given requirement, it is possible to impose a broad range

of sanctions. The possibility of gLaduated sanctions is already receiv-

ing serious HU4 attention. Compliance systems could provide early warn-
ings, consultation, training, or other assistance and time-phased
graduated goals for providers who are conscientiously seeking compliance.

ALTEEINATIVE MODELS FOR THE NEW FIDCR

The decisions that are made concerning the comprehensiveness, exten-
siveness and specificity of the, new FIDCR and sanctions Dor noncompliance

.will not resolve all the important questions. Perhaps the most important

issue that will remain is the extent to which the Federal Government will

rely on States to prescribe the content of specific requirements and to

enforce them.

In general, three mcdels of Federal-State relationships in this area

continue to surface in discussion of the FIDCR:

o Thelirst model relies heavily upon States to define the

specifiz content of requirements, to upgrade their standards,

, and to administer and enforce them.

O .
A second model would entaila more directive Federal,role.

Under this mcdel, the Federal.C4yernment would establish
mdnimal Federal requirements for a few critical components
(e.g., group size) that appear to,be important to theewelln.
being of children in day care.

o A third model would involve the most extensive Federal role.
The Federal Government would draft camprehensive and specific

day care requirements, applicable to both the State and to

the day care provider.



FIDDIIIM AND COOCLUSIONS

Purpose

The purpose of the FIDCR is to define. a set of day care character-

istics that protect and enhance the well-being of children enrolled in

federally funded day care programs. For most Children in federally

funded day care--children without special physical, cognitive,_or social

problems--insuring well-being.means
providing the elements of care that

are needed to nurture the growth of any healthy child. Children with

special problems need individual-assessment and,provision of care

over and above those required by all children.

Scope of Application

By law, the FrAm apply to some but not all federally funded Pro-

grams. In practice, they apply to same but not all types of day care.

Fur example, the FIDCR apply to Title XX..funded care and, in same situa-

tions, to the Department of Agriculture's Child Care Food Program. They

do not apply to the Head Start program (which has:its own standards

that ihdividually equal or exceed the FIDCR),' to AFDC-funded care, or

to CETA-funded programs.

If the FIDCR represent the basic elements that the Federal Govern!.

ment beiieves are necessary for the well-being of cnildren in scme forms

of federally funded day care, and if ohe of the basic purposes of the

FIDCR-was to bring uniformity to Federal childcare requirements, logic

would indicate that the FIDCR should apply whenever\the Federal Govern-

ment subsidizes day care. Thii belief was expressed repeatedly during

the public meetings to review the draft of this report.

It appears, however, that some situations may call for additional

requirements to meet the needs of a special category Of children. Head

Start, for exanple, may require additional standaids to fulfill its

objectives of Compensatory education. Furthermore, new legislation would

be required for he FIDCR to apply to all federally funded day care.

As amended' by Title XX, the FIDCR relate to family and group name

day care and center care. Title.XX also requires.that4n-hame care meet

standards set by the States. In practice, however, theee requirements

have not been uniformly applied to in-hcme and family,day care.

The FIDCR are not simply Federal regulations for. providers of care;

theysalso apply to administrative agencies. UnfortUnately the FIDCR are

often unclear as to the division of responsibilities. New regulations

must distinguish among the administrative entities and affix clear

responsibilities for specific administrative functions.



Content

In regard to the appropriateness of the FIDCR, this study recommends

the refocusing of some of the requirements, the elimination of several .

elements within individual FIECR, and the consideration of the new FIDCR

prcaoting continuity of care.

Grapping...of Children. Findings on the importance of group size

,suwest that this factor should receive more relative emphasis in the

reguiatic.ris. This shift does not necessarily mean that'ratio should be

omitted from future regulations but rather that group si;e should be

regarded as the principal regulatory tool for assuring adequate'inter-

action, and that ratio will be influenced or determined by the group size

requirement.

Caregiver Qualifications. The current FIDCR do not include a

separate campbnent for caregiver qualifications although elements of this

subdect are addressed briefly in several of the cther components.

It appears to be important to differentiate betWeen supervisory

personnel and caregiving staff because the skills needed by these two

groups differ. Supervisors need budgetary and management skills, in addi-

tion to child development Skills. The revisionprocess should consider

the advisability of separate requirements for center directors, lead

teachers, or directors of family day care home networks.

Research data and expert.sopinion clearly show that specialization

in child developoent areas improves the ability of caregivers to promote

child growth and development. Although inservice training of caregivers

could be broadly regulated, such regulation should not cover the extent

and type of training.

The present FIDCR, as well as HEW policy, reccmmend that priority

in employment be given to welfare recipients ... and other lowincame

people." TO insure the well-being of children; the new FIDCR should re-

quire that welfare recipients hired to work in a day care program possess

adequate skills, Ability, and motivation to_wark with children, consistent

with other entry-level caregiver qualifications.

Educational or Developmental Services. HEW believes that develop-

mental activities constitute a core camponent in day care. All children

need developmental experiences whether at home or in day care. .-rts

believe that there should be Clearly defined developmental goals and

°program objectives for children in day care facilities. Sufficient age-

appropriate learning and paay materials are also imp6rtant. The success

of this component depends on qualified caregivers and program supervisors.

Goals and objectives also serve to inform the parent About the program

and to support caregiver behavior. Developmental activities should be an

integral part of the day care experience.

.1,
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Environuental Standards. This is a core element that assures the

physical well-being of children while in care. The current FIDCR refer-

ence local codes in this area. However, local codes are often contradic-

tory and sometimes inappropriate to day care. Local codes also often

focus on building safety but not on the safety of toys, pdayground ,

materials, etc. HEW'should use technical atsistance to help State and

local sovernments to upgrade their codes to make them more appropriate

for protection of children in day care.

Health Services. All Children need health services whether they are

in day care or at home. It is essential for the well-being Of children,

that both.center and family care homes serve a "quality control" function

in maintaining the health of the children in their care.

Nutrition Services. The provision of nutritious meals is a core

element necessary for the well-being of a child in care. The current

FIDCR do not describe how many meals or snacks mmst be served nor what

criteria should be used to determine nutritional quality. Many experts

recommend that standards be developed.

Parent Involvement. The present FIDCR stress parent involvement in

policymaking in .group facilities. Although parent involvement.in policy-

making Should be encouraged, the emphasis should be,on open tworway commu-

nication between parents and providers.

Social Services. In general, the Social Services component should

serve a "quality control" function. The day care agency or facility can

be a link with social services agencies for severely disturbed or disadvan-

taged families. The agency and facility should also provide information.

and referral for pakents requesting it.

Administration and Coordination, and Evaluation. These twb compo,-

nents are combined in this discussion. For the most part they apply to

the administeriny agency, not to the'provider.

The new FIDGR should completely separate requirements for administer-

ing agencies fram requirements for the various modes of care. Further-

more, the FIDCR administrative requirements should be combined with the

other Title XX requirements that specifically relate to the administration

of day care.

The Evaluation component also contains provisions for the provider

to db periodic self-evaluations.' Organizational self-assessment such.as

this should continue to be encouraged. The extent of the self-assessment

will have to be tailored to the size and nature of the day care provider.

The major emphasis on evaluatton should be to provide assistance and .

technical support, and should be.placed on the States rather than

providers.
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Continuity of Care: AUtn-FIDCR Comment. Continuity cannot be

easily wandated. Qualifria7iFegivers cannot be forced to remain in

their jobs and parents cannot be required,to keep their children in one

care arraagement. RDwever, agency placement practices oould be re-

examined, reimburswent rates improved, and sliding fee schedules pro-

moted to reduce unnecessary shifts in arrangements. Enforcement of regu-

lations should be sensitive VD the impact of abrupt changes in group size

or personnel on the continuity of care for the par4pular children

invcaved.

Implementation and Administration

It is extremely important for HEN to work to create a supportive

climate for the FIECR. HEW must be sensitive bo the different interest

groups concerned with day care regulation and work to establish and main-

tain publicparent, taxpayer, provider, legislator, and adninistrator

sUpport.

RECC41ENEATIONS

The F/DCR should be revised.to improve their ability to protect the

well-being of children in center care, family cared and in-home care and

to assUre consistent and equitable interpretation. The revision should:

o Reflect current reseal% and expert judgment on elements

critical bo the well-being of children in care.

o Clarify roles and responsibilities of providers and State and

local administrators.

o Educate as well as regulate. This can be dcne by writing the

regulations in clear language& by clearly distinguishing between

legal requirements and recommendations, by giving examples cf

satisfactory compliance, and by defining a ccumon terminolcgy.

AD ProvLde separate and unique rkquirements for:

Mfferent forms of care: in-home, family hcme, slipup hcme,

and center care.
Children.of different ages in care.

Children With special needi or handicaps.

-- Different administering agencies.

o Accommodate the rich diversity in childcare needs and arrangements

which exist in our pluralistic society.

o Include participation of all interested individuals in the

process of writing and implementing the new regulations.



To mdnimize disruption in the day care field, the Department also

recoarnerxis 'that Congress extend the current moratorium on the FIECR

until the,Department publishes tinal day care.regulations.

In addition, the FIECR revision process may lead HEW to propose

legislation addressing:

o A clarification of the congressional intent about the goals of

federally regulated day care.

o Desirability cl one set of Federal regulations to apply to ail

federally funded day care.

o Repeal of statutory provisions that require that particular

Federal day care programs =form tathe 1968 FID,11.

o Desirability of a wider range of sanctions than now exists, for

noncompliance with the FILCR.

Desirabifity of additional funds for training for caregivers.

NEXT VMS FOR ME DEPARTMIT

In order to stimulate public participation in the development of

the new FIDCR, the Departmant will undertake two major activities:

o Uationwide dissemination of this report for public review and

comment.

o Discussions between HEW central and regional staff and State

officials about adninistrative considerations.

By the end of the summer of 1978, the Department should have

received congressional and public omment on the FIDCR appropriateness

report as uell as the results of major research rad underway. HEN should

then be in a position.to make decisions on the division of responsibilities

between the'Federal and State governments. With those decisions made, the

Department intends to draft the proposed revised FIECA for public comment.

This approach carries out the Secretary's plan to obtain as many public

and professional opinions on the FIDCR as possible before publixshing

proposed as %ell as final revisions.

1ater in the year, the sequence of events for publication is expected

to be as follows:

o Briefings in Washington, D. C., and at regional meetings and work-

shom in all the States.
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o Publication Of.a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) in the

Federal Register.

o Nationwide dissemination of the NPRM through mailings and through

placement in publication8 of organizations concerned with day

care. HOW will seek to use Innovative methods of dissemination

of the NPRM.

Formal.hearings on the NPRM in Washington, D. C.., and on a regional.

Fi ld briefings
caztunity about

When HEW 1 fuily

the Proposed new FIDCR,
the,Federal Register.

e

(

of repreAntatives of the day care
the proposed regulationS.

considered all public and professional views on
it will publish the final revised regulations in-
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i4OTE:

The Federal Interagency Day Cara Requirements, whedapplied

in relation to use of Title XX, Social Security Act, funds,

have been amended as follaws:

(1) Page 64 Part 1.8.3., Child/staff ratios for

4- children under 3 years and for school age

children receiving care in day care centers:

Ratio

Under 6 weeks 1:1

6 weeks to 3 years 1:4

School age 6-10 years 1:15

School age'10-14 years 1:20

(2) Page 9, Part III, Educational Services are no

,Ionger requirements, but are recommended.
i



DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITEDTitle
VI of the Civil Rights

Act Cd 1964 states: '"No person-in the United States

shall, on the ground of.race, color, or national origin,

bm denied the benefit oft.or be subjected to discrimina-

"tion under any program or activity receiving Federal

financial assistance."
Therefore, the progranm covered

in this publication must be operated in compliance with

this law.
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PREFACE

Day care is a service for the child, the family, and the com-

munitrand is based on the demonstrated needs of children and their

families. It depends for its effiCacY on'the commitment, the skill,.

and the'spirit with which it is.provided.

Day care services sUpplement parental care by providing for the

;are and protection of children who must be outside.of their own'homes

for a substantial
portion of a 24-hour day. Thise services may be pro-

vided when Parents are employed, are it,training programs, or, for .

ober, reasonsvneed these services for their. children.

, Day care services should be developed and carried out as part of

a comprehensive coMmunity plan designed to promote and maintain a stable

family environment for children. Day Om car. serve most effectively

and apprOpriately as a supplesumt.to care in the child's'own family

when other services lupport family care, such as homemaker service.

Oply then.can the plan of care ai a child be based On what is best for

htm'and his PerticUlar family. Communities, planning coordinated child

care programs need to develop a wide range of servicess'including, but,

not limited to, day'Care Services.

11 4
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DEFINITIONS

DAY CARE SERVICES -- comprehensive and coordinated ,sets of activities

providing direct care and protection of infants, preschool and

school-age children outside of their own homes during a portion

of a 24-hour day.1/ Comprehensive services include, but are not

limited to, educational, social, health, and nutritional services

and parent participation. Such services require provision of sup-

,

porting activities including administration, coordination, admis-

sions, training, and evaluation.

ADMINISTERING AGNCY -- any agency which either directly or indirectly

receives Tiijderal funds for day mire services,subjecr to the Federal

!nt.rqenc9 Day Cara Standards and which has ultimate responsibility

forthe conduct of such a program. Administering agencies may

receive Federal funds through a Seats agency or directly from the

Federal Government.
There,mAy be wore than one administering

agency in a single community.

OPERATING AGENC, an agency directlor providing day care services with ,

funding from an administering agency. In some.oases, the administer-

ing and operating agencias mAy be the same, e.g., publicjwelfare

departments or community action agencies which directly operate

programs. ,Portions of the required services may be performe0 by

the atministering agency.
1.

DAY CARE mum -- the place where day care serviCeA°are provided to

children, e.g., femi/y day care homes, group day..care homes, and

day care centers. Facilities do not necessarily provide the full

range of day care services. Certain services may be provided by

the administering or operating agency.

]T'TRTWra of Economic Opportunity uses 7 hours'as the MiAiMUM tioa

period-for its preschool day care programs, however, most of the Standards

in this document are also applicable to part-day Head Start programs.



STANDARDS Standards consist of both Interagency
Rsquiramants and

itecommendations. The Raquiraments.only are presented in this

document; the RacommendationS-will be issued separatelye

tm:a enutsairgatna -- a mandatory policy which is applicable

to a programs nd facilities funded in whole or in part through

Tederal awropriations.
k

3nclumELWommendation5
inptions; policy based'on what

knogin or generally held to. be4alid for child growth and

_Adavelopment which is Tecommeided by tha Federal agencies and

.
which .administaTing agencies 'should strive to achieve.

ill
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FEPERAL 'INTERAGENCY
DAY CARE REQUIREMENTS

A00. 00 OOOOO .

rtfrRODUCTION

The legislative mandates of the Economic OpportlArity Amendments

of 1967 require that the Secretary of Health, Educati.n, And Welfare and

the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity coordinal;i: programs

under their jurisdictions which provide day.care so as to obtain, if pos-

siblc a common sat of program Standards and regulations and to estab-

lish mechanismt far coordination at State and local,levels. The Secretary

of tabor has joined with the Director of-the Office of Economic Opportu,

nity and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in approving,

these Standaids. Accordingly, this document sets forth Federal inter

agency Requirements which day cere programs must maet if they are .

receiving.funds under any of.the following programa:

Title IV.of the Social Security Act

4

Part A7-Aid to Families With Dependent Children

Part 37-Child Welfare Services

Title I of the-Economic Opportunity Act-704outh Programs

Title II of the Economic Opportunity ActUrban'and Rural

_Community Action Programs
-

. ,

Title III of ate Economic Opportunity Act

Part 3Assistance for Migrant, and other Seasonally

Employed, Farmworkers and Their Families '(ihese Federal

Interagency
Requirements wil/ not apply in full to

migrant programs until July 1, 1969.)

-
Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act

Part 3Day Care.Projects
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Manpower Development and Training Act

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

(Programs funded under this title bay be subject to these

Requirements at the discretion of the State and local

education agencies administerinuthese funds.)

These Requirements will be supplemented by a series of Federal Inter-

agency Recommendations
which are not mandatory but represent highly

desirable objectives. _The Requirements and Recommendations taken

together constitute the Federal Interagency Day Care Standards.

As a condition for Federal funding, agencies administering day

care programs must assure that the Requiremen:s art met in all facilities \

which the agencies establish, operate, or utilize with Federal support. '

If a facility does not provide U. of-che required services, the adminis-

tering agency must assure that those thatAre lacking are otherwise

provided.

Administaring agencies must develop specific requirements and'

procedures within the framework of the federal Interagency'Requirements

and Recommendations to maintain, extend, and improve their day care ser-

vices. Additional standards developed locadlly mAy be higher than the

federal
Requirements and must be at least equal to those required for

licensing or approval as meeting the standardcastablished
for such

4censing,. Under no circumstances, may they be lower; It is the indent

of the Federal
Government to raibe and never to lower the level of day

care services in any State.
'44

The Interagency Requirements will be utilized by Federal agencies

in the evaluation of operating progrees.

Anolication of Recuirements

, These Requirements
cavir all day care programs and facilities

utilized by the administering agencies which receive Federal funds,

whether these facilities are 'opqrated directly by thvadministering agen-

cies or whether contracted to other igencies. Such programs'and facilities

must also be licensed or meet the standards of licensing applicable in

the State. Day care mAy be provided:

In a day cs.- facility cTerated by the adzinistering agency.

In a day care facility operated by a public, voluntary; or

tpropeietary organization
which enters into a. contract to

accept children frau the administering agency and to provide

2 118.
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care for them under the latter's policies. (The operating

organization may also serve children who are not supplicated

by the administering agency.)

Through some other contractual or other arrangement, in

cluding the use of an intermediary organization designed to

provide coordinated day care services, or the use of facil-

ities provided by employers, Labor unions, or joint employer-

union organizations.

Throilgh the purchase of care by an individual receiving aid

to fiMilies with dependent children or child welfare services

funds for the service.

Waiver af Requirements

Requirements can be waived when the administeringagency can show

that the requested waiver may' advance innovation and experimentation and

.extend servides without loss of quality in the facility. Waivers must be

consiitent with the provisicus of lint. Requests fat waivers should be

addressed to the regional office of the Federal agency Which is providing

the funds. Requirements of the licensing authority in a State cannot be

waived by the Federal region0 office.

Effective Batt of Requirements

The Requpements apply to all day care programs initially funded

and to those refunded after July 1, 1968. A4ministerinuagencies

expected to immadiately'initiate
planning and action to.achieve fuIl

compliance within a reasonable time. Except where noted, up to 1 year

may be allowed for compliince provided there is vidincirof progress and

good intent to. comply.

Worcement of Requirements

The basic responsibility.for
enforcement of the Requirements lies .

vith the'administering agency.
Acceptance of Federal funds is an agree-

ment to abide by the Requirements. -:State agencies are expected to review

prograwand facilities at the local level for whidh they have responsi-

bility and make sure that the Requirements are mat. Noncompliance may

be grounds for suspension or termination of Faderal.funde.

The Federal agencies acting in concert will also plan to review

the operation of selected facilities.



COMPREHENSIVE AND COORDINATED SERVICES

-

The material which follows .1.s,'for convenience,
arranged accord-

ing to'certain categories of activities or service. Day care works

well, however, only when there is a uniry to the program. The educator

must be concerned with healthmatters, the nurse.with social Service

activities, and the parent coordinator with helping professionals. Fro-

gran design must take into account.these complex interrelationships.

I. MI CARE FACILITIES'

A. Types of Faiilities

It is expected that a,community program of -day care services

will'require more than one type of day care facility if the

particular needs of each child
andfhis parents are to be'taken

into consideration.
Aisted below are the three major types of

day care facilitiei to which the Federal Requirement* apply. #

They ars-defined in terms of the nature of care offered. ihile

is preferahle that the throe types of facilities be available,

this is not a Requirement.

1. The familv'day care ho6e serves only as many children

as it can integrete into its own physical setting and

pattern of living. It is especially suitable for

infants, toddlers, and sibling groups and for neigh-

borhood-based day care programs, including thOse for,

children needing after-school,care.
A family day care

home may serve no more than six children (1 through.l4)

In total (no more than'five when the age rangcls infancy

through 6), including the fanily day.care mother's min

children.

2. The smutly care home offers family-like case, usually

-to school-age
children, in an extended or modift,01 family

residence. It utilizes one or several employees and

provides care for up'to 12 children. It is suitable for

children who need before- end after-school care, who do

4
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5.1

not raquire a great deal:A mothering or individual care,

and who-can profit fram considerable association with

their peers.

3. The lacers center serves groups of 12 or more children.

It utilizes subgroupings on the basis of age aid special

need but provides opportunity for the experience and /earn-

ing thatEcompanies a mixing of ages. Day care centers

should ndliaccept children under; years,of age unless

the care evailable approximates ihe mothering in the

family home. Centers do not usually attempt to simulate

family living.'? Centers:may be established in a variety

of places: "private dwellings, settlement houses, schools,

churches, social centers, public housing units, specially'

conztructed facilities, etc.

B. Grouping of Children

Interagency Recuirements

Tbe administering agency, after determining the kind of

facility to be-used, muat ensure that the folloeing-limits

on size of groupe and child-toadult ratios are observed.

All new facilities must meet the requirements prior to

lroderal funding. Existing programs may be granted up to

3 years to meet this requirement, if evidence pf progress

and good intent is shown.

1. Family day care home 1/

a. Infancy through 6 years. No more than

two children under 2 and no more than

IT"Trale use of a family day care home, there must always be provision

Tor another adult on whom the family day care mother can call in case of

an emergency or illness.
4

Dieu are circumstances
where it would be necessary to have on a regular

baais two adults'in e family day care home"; lor example, if one or more

of the chilAren were retarded, emotionally
disturbed, or handicapped

and needed more than usual care.

Tin use of volunteers is very appropriate in family day care. Volunteers

may include
older,children who ars often very'successful in working with

younger children when under adequate supervision.

5 IL



five in total, including the family day care

mother's own children under 14 years old.

Three through 14 years. No more than six

children, including the family day care

mother's children under 14 years old.

Group dav care home 2/

a.. Three through 14,years. Groups may range up

to 12 children but th's child-stAff ratio .

never Meads. 6 to 1. No child under 3

thould be in this type of care. When pre-

school children are cared for, the child-staff

ratio shouldNt exceed 5 to 1.

Day care center 3/

a. Thies to 4 years. No more than 15 in a group

with an adult and sufficient assistant* supple-

mented by volunteers, 4o that the, total raticrof

children to adults is normally not greater than

5 to 1.

,.

3/
To1---anteers and aides mey be used to assist the adult responsible

for the group. Teenagers are often highly successful in working with

younger children, buc caution should be exercised in giving them

supervisory responsibility cmer chair peers.

As in family day care, provision must be made for other adults to be

cal/ed in case of an emergency or illness.

3/ Tba adult is directly responsiblft for supervising the daily program

for the children in her group and the work of the assistants and volun-

teers assigned to-her. She Also works directly with the children and,

their parents, giving as much individual attention as possible.

Volunteers may be used to supplement the paid staff responetble for'

the group. They may include older children who are often highly

successful in working with younger children.. Caution should be exercised

in assigning teenagers sapervisory'responstbility over their peers.
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b. Four to 6 years. No morg than ,20 in a group

with an adult an". sufficient
assistants, supple-'

united by volunteers, so that the total ratio of

children to adults is normally not greater'uhan

7 to 1.

c. Six through 14 years. No more than 25 in a

group with an adult and sufficient assistants,

supplemented by volunteers, so that the total

ratio of children to adults is'nokmally not

greater than 10 to 1.

Federal. Interagency
Requirements have untAmon set for center

care of children under 3 years of age. If progrems offer

center Oars for children younger than 3, State licensing regula-

tions and requirements must,be met. Center care for children

under 3 cannot be offered if the State authority has not estab-

lished acceptAble
standards for ruch Ctrs.

C. Licensing or Approval of Facilities as Meeting the Standards

for Such Licensing

Interagency Raauirements

Day care facilittes (ite, fmaily day care homes, group day

care homes and day care centers) must be licensed or approved

as menti' the standards for such licensing.. If the State

*tensing law does not.fully cover the 1!(!ensing of these

facilities,
acceptable.standards must be developed by the

licensing authority or the State welfare department and each

facil!.ny must meet these standards if they are to receive

rt4.ral funds.

II. ENVIRONMENTAL STANDAig'S

A. Location oi Dry Cara Facilities

1--

Interagency Reouirrments

I. Michers of Low-income or other groups in the population

and
geographic/frees' who (a) are eligible under the regula-

tions of the funding agency and (b) have.the greatest

relative need must be given priority in thi provision of

day cars services.
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. 2. In establishing or utilizing a day care facility, all

'the following factors must be taken into consideration: 4/

45

, a. Travek time fccr,both the children and their parents.

b. Convenience to the home 'or work site of parents to

nable them to participate in the program.

c. Provision of equal Opportunities for people of all

qracial, cultural, and economic.groups to make use of

the facility.

d. Accessibility of other resources which enhance the

day care program.

e. Opportunpies for involvement of the parents and

the,neighborhood.

3. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964'requires that serv-

ices in programs receiving Federal funds are used and

available without discrimination on tha basis of race, color,

or national origin.

B. Safety and Sanitation

Interagency Reouirements

1. The facility and grounds used' by the children must meet the

requirements of the appropriate safety and sanitatian

authorities.

Where safety and datition codes appl4oceble to family day

care homes, group day care homes, or di9. care centers do

not exist or are not being implemented, the operating agency

or the administering agency must work with the appropriate

safety and sanitation authorities to secure technical

advice.which will enable them to provide adequate safeguards.

4/ NO universal requirements can be established to govern every local

situation. There must, howeve:, be consideratiou of each of these factors

in light of the overall:objectives
of the day care program and the legal

requirements which exist, such as title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964 and title IV, part IS, of the Social Security Act.
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C. Suitability of Facilities

Interaeeacv Recuirements

1. Each facility must provide space and equipment for free

play, rest, privacy; and a range of indoor and outdoor

program activities suited.to the children's ages and the

size of the group. There must be provisions for meeting

the particular neids of those handicapped children enrolled

in the program. Minimum requiraments include:

a. Adequate indoor and outdoor spate tor children,

appropriate to their ages, with separate rooms

or areas for cooking, toilets, and other purposes.

b.. yloors and yells which can be fu117 cleaned and

maintained and which are nonhazardous to the

cbildren's clothes and health.

c. Ventilation and temperature adequate for each child's

safety ar.4 comfort.

d. Safe and comfortable arrangecents
for naps for

young children.

e. Space for isolation of the child who becomes ill,

to provide him with quiet and reteand reduce the

risk of infection or contagion to others.

III. EDUCATIONAL srasias

ImpeenctRecuirements

1. Educational
opportunities must be provided every child.

Such'opportunities
should.be appropriate to the child's

age regardless ot the type of picility in which ha is

enrolled, i.e., family day caraN4ome, group day Can

boma, or day care center.

2. .Iducational
activities must be under,the supervision and

direction of a staff member trained'or experienced in

child growth and development. Such supervision may be

provided from a central point for day care homei.

9
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3. The persons prOviding direct care'for children in the

fadility must have had training or demonstrated ability

in working with children.

4. Each facility must.have toys, games, equiimant and material,

books, etc., for educational development and creative expres-

sian appropriate to the particular type of facility,and age

level of the children.

S. The daily.activities for each child in the facility must

be designed to influonti a positive concept of self and,

Motivation and to enhance his social, cognitive, and cam-

.
=imitation skills. 5/

r7. SOCIAL SMICES

Interaaencv Requirements

1. Provision must be lade for social services which Are

under the supervision of a staff member trained-or

experienced'in tha field. Services may be provided in

ility or by the administering Or.o0erating agency.

2. Nonpro assionalvmust be used in productive tibias to

\provide social serViCOs.

3. counseling and guidance must be aviilibla to the family

to help it determine the appropriateness of day care, the

best facility' for a.particular dhild, and the possibility

çJ

37-17:711;gol-ago children, it is desirable that the policies at the day

care facility be flexible enough to allow the children to go and come

from the day care facility in accordance with their ability to become

independent and to accept appropriate responsibility. School-age chil-

dren also must have opportunities to tete part in activities away from

10 the day care facility and to choose their awn friends.

The day care staff must keep in mind that for school-age children the

school .prawiding the formal educational component. The day care staff

re nearly "parent supplements." They have.responsibility, howiVer,

to supervise homework and broaden the children's educational,,cultural,

and recreational horizons.



of alternative
plans for care. The staff must also devdlop

effective prosrams of referral to additional resources ,

which meet family needs.

4. Continuing assessment must be made with the parents of the

child's adjustment in the day care proeram and of the family

situation.

5. There must be procedures for coordinatiod and cooperation

with other oreanizations,offering
those resodrcelAidi

iley be-required by the child.and his family.

6. Where permitted by Federal agencies.providing
funds, pro-

vision should be made for an objective cysts= to determine

the ability of families to pay for part oral' of the cost

of dey care and for payment.

V. HEALTH AND NUTRITION SERVICES

Imereeency Requirements,

1. The operating or administering agency must assure thit the

health of the children and the safety of the environment

are.supervised by a qualified physician. 6/ .

its

2. Each chi d lust receive dental, midieal, and other health

evalusti appropriate to his age upon entering day care

and subseq' ntly at intervals
appropriate to his age and

state of health.' 7/

3. Arransements must be made for medical and dental'care and

other health related treatment for each child using existing

irliainturses or others wittappropriate training and experience may

plan and supervise the health aspects of a day care program, the total,,

plan should be reviewed by a pediatrician or a physician especially

interested in chill health. Ideallyvsuch a physician should participate

in planning the total day care program and should be coMtinuously involved

as the program is carried out. Consultation on technical safety and

environmental matters may be provided by other specialists. Individual

health evaluations and mAdical and dental care should be carried out

only by highly qualified physicians and dentists.

7/ If the child entering day care has not redehtly had a comprehensive

health evaluation by a pAysician, this should be provided promptly after

he enters a day care program.

11 1 "



community resources. In the absence of other financial

resourcea, the operating orladministering agency must

, provide, whenever authOrized by lr4, such treatment with

- ita-ovn funds. 8/
;

4. The facility must provide.a daily
evaluation of each

child for indications of illness.

3. The administering or operating agency must ensure that

each child has evailable,to him all immunizations appro..,

priate to 'his age. -

S. Advance arrangements must be made for the care of a child.

.who is injured or becomes ill, including isolation Wneces-

_stay., notification of his parents, and provisions for

emergency medical care oefirst aid.

The facility'must provide adequate and Outritious meals

and snacks prepared in d'sife and sanitary manner. Con-

sulation should be available from a qualified nutritionist

or food 'service specialist.

S. All staff members of the facility must be aware of the hazards

of,infection and
accident* and how they can minimize such

hazards.

17-71;;;;44 day care is designed to supplement parental'care and strengthen

lemilies, the agency should help parents to plan and carry out a program

for medical and dental care for the children. Agencies should not make

thearrangements
unless the parents are unable to do so. The agency

should help to find funds and services and heli parents to make use Of

these resources. Such hell may include making appointments; obtaining

transportation;
givine reminders and checking to be sure appointments .

ass kept, prescriptions filled, medication and treatments administered.

Zducational programs and social services should be available to help

families carry out health.plans.

The day care agency, however, in those instances where the Federal funds

are Legally available to be expended for health services, has the ultimate

responsibility of
ensuring that no child is deniedlealth services because

his parents are unable to carry out an adequate -health plan. Aid to

families with dependent children and child welfare services funds are not

legally available for health care, but States are
encouraged to use

Medicaid funds whenever possible.
.1
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Staff of tholacility and volunteers must have periodic

assossments of their physical and mantal coMpetence to

care lor children. 2/

10. The operating or administering agency must ensure-that_t

Cdequate'hoalth records are maintained on every child and,

every staff member who has contact with children.

VI. TRAXMNG OF STAFF

ptteracencv ReOld rams:its a

I. The operating or administering agency must provide or

arrange for the provision of ocientation, continuous

inservice training, and supervision for all staff involved

in a day care program - - professionals,
nonprofessionals, and,

volunteers in general program goals as well as-specific

program aroma, i.e., nutrition, health, child growth and

development,including
the meaning of supplemsntary care to

the child, educational guidance and remedial techniques,

and the relation of the cammunity to the child. 10/

2. Staff must be assigned responsibility for organizing and

coordinating the training program. 111

tests'or chest X-rays should'ensure that all persons having

contact with the children are free of tuberculosis. .physical,and mental

'competence are-better assured by ragular visiting and supervision by'

competent supervisors than'by routina medical tests or xaminations.

12/ Special techniques tor training.of day care mothers in family day

care homes may need to be developed. Ona example-of.such technique is

the us. of a "roving trainer" who would have-responsibility for working

on a continuous basis with several day care mothers in their own homes.

Volunteers could also'be used as substitutes in family day care, homes to

allow day care machete to participata in group training sessions.at other

locations.
.

11/ Persons from.colleges and.universities,
public schools, voluntary

organizations, professional groups, governmant ago's:cies, and similar

organizations can offer valuable
contributions to the total training

program.

13



3. Nonprofessional
staff must be given career progression oppor-

, tunities which include job upgrading,and work related train-

ing and education:

VII. PARENT INVOLVLMENT

. Interagency Reauirements

1. Opportunities must be.provided parents at times convenient

to then to work with the program and, whenever possi'ule,

observe their children in the day care facility.
.1

2. Parents *mat have the opportunity to become involved them-

selves in the' making of decisions
concerning the nature

and operation of the day care facility.

3. Whenever an agency (i.e., an operating or an administering

-agency) provides day care for 40 or more children, there

must be a policy adviaory
committee or its equivalent at

that administrative
level where most decisions are made. 12/

The committee maMbership ihould includa'not less than 50

percent parents or parent representatives,
selected by the

parents themselves in a democratic fashion. Other mmmbers

should include representatives of professional organizations

'or individuals who-have'particular
knowledge or skills ih

children's and family programs.

4. Policy advisory committees.13/ must perform productive

functions,
including, but not limited, to:.

a. Assiiting in the development of the programs and

approving applications for funding. .

la/ That-4evel where
decisions are made on the kinds of programs tcrii

operated, the hiring of staff, the budgeting,of funds, and the submission

of applications to funding agencies.

13/ Policy advisory committees, the structure prOviding a formal Teens for

involving parentz in decisions about the program, will vary depending upon

the administering agencies and facilities involved.
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b. Participating in the nomination and selection of the

program director it the operating and/or.administeriag

level. 13

c. Advising on the recruitment and selection of staff

and volunteers.

d. Initiating suggestions and ideas for program improve-

ments.,

e. Serving as a chapnel for hearing complaints on

the program.

f. Assisting in organizing activities for parents.

g. Assuming a degree of responsibility for communi-

cating with parents and encouraging their participa-

tion in the program.

VIII. ADMINISTRATION AND COORDINATION

A. Administration Ltit

Interaeoncy Requirements

1. The personnel policies of the operating sgercy-must be

governed by written policies which provide for job

descriptions, qualification requirethents, objective

review of grievances and complaints, sound coupon-

.
sation plan, and statements of employee benifits and ;

responsibilities.

2. The methods of recruiting and selecting persoinel must

ensure equal opportunity for all interested persons to

file an application and have it considered within

reasonable criteria. By no later than July 1, 1969, the

methods for recruitment and selection must provide for

the effectiVe use of nonprofessional
positions and for

priority in employment to welfare recipients and other

low-income people filling those positions.

14 Where tha adiistatering agency contracts for services with private

individuals or proprietary organizationsvit must include contractual

requirements
designed to achieve the objectives of this section.
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The staffing pattern of the 'facility,
reinforced by the

staffing,pattirn of the operating and.administering-agency

must be in reasonable accord with the.staffing patterns

--outlined-in-Us Head _Startilanual. of Policies and Instrucr

tions 12/ end/or.recommended standards-developed-by,tational--

standard-setting organizations.

4. In providing daycare through purchase of care arrangements

or through usii of intermediary organizations, the,administar-

in; agency should eklow waivrs by the operating.agency

only with respect tesuch admidistrative
matters and pro-'

caducei as are related to their other functions as profit-

meking.or private nonprofit orgeOizations; provided, that

in order for substantial Federal funds to be usid, such

organizationt must include provisions for parent participa-

tion and opportunities for emp1oyeint of low-income persons.

Sirilarly, there must be arrangements to provide the'total

railge"of required services. All waivers must be consistent

with law.

5. The operating or administering agency must provide for the

development and publication of policies and procedures

governing:

a. Required program services (i.e., health, education,

social services, nutrition, parent participetion, etc.)

and their integratioryithin the total program.

b. Intake, including
eligibilitY for care and services,

and assurance that the yr:5gram reaches those who need

it.

Fncing, including fees, expenditures, budgeting,

and procedures needed to coordinate or combine.funding

vithia and/or between day care programs.

d. Relations with the community, includfng a system of

providing education about the program.

lgf HEAD START CHILD DEVELOPMENT PRC1RAM: A MsnUal of Policies and InStiuc-

tions. Office of Economic Opportunity, Community Action Program, Washington

D.C. mai. September 1967. ow



e. Continuous evaluation, improvement, and development of

the, progrimi for qUality of service and:for the expansion

of.its usefulness.

ledarding-and-reporting-of-information
required by

.Aeatiland Federal agencies. :

, The administering and operating agencies and all facilities

used by them must comply with title V/ of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, which ;squires that services in programs

receiving Federal funds are used and Availablerwithout

discrimination on the basis of race; color, or national

origin. g

S. CCORDINAT;ON

,

InteraeeNtv Reouirements

1. Administering agencies "must coordinate_their program planning

to avoidoduplication in service-and to promote continuity,

in the care and service fot each child.

2. State administering agencies have a responsibility to. develop

procedures which'will ficilitate coordination with other

State agencies and with local agencies using Federal funds.

3. Agencies which operate more than.one typa.of program, 4.1.,

a group day care home as well as day care center program,

are encourageeto share appropriate personnel and resources

to gain maximum,productivity and efficiency of operation.

4101

IX. !VALUATION

jnterassicv*Reauirements

1. Day care facilities must be periodically evaluated

of the Federal Interagency Day Care Standards.

2. Local operatori must evaluate their awn program activities

accetding to outlines, forms, etc.,Irovided by the operating

and administering agencies. This self7svaluation must be

periodically'planned
and scheduled so that results of evalu-

ation can be incorporated into the preparation of the suc- :

ceeding year' s plan.. 13
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APPENDDC c

manic= HISTCPY CP THE FIDCR

IZGISIATIVE HISIORY
FEDERAL INTERAGEICY DAY CARE REQUIREMENTS AND -

TITIZ XX DAY CARE REQUIEM=

Legislative Authority in the
1968 PIDCR

-EConamic Opportunity Amendients of 1967

Public Law 90-222, sec...107(a) (Dec. 23, 1967) 42 USC 2932(d)

o Added,sec. 522(0) to the Econasic Opportunity Act

of 1964, which directed the Secretary of Health,

Education, and'Welfare 'and the Director of the Office

of Economic COPortunity to establish i common set of

day care program standards.and regulations:,

Econmnic Omorttmity Amendments of 197

Public Law 92-424, sec. 19 (SePt. 19, 1972)

o Added tó.the original EIDCR mandate the condition

that "such standards [for day care programs] must

be no less comprehensive than" the 1968 PIDCR.

Community Services Act, of 1974

Public Law 93-644, sec. 8(b) (Jin. 4, 1975)

o Assayed the ueid Tirector" (01 the Office of Economic

Opportunity) foam the FIDCR mandate, making the

Secretary' of Health, Education, and Welfare solely

responsiblefor carrying it out.

Legislative Amthority in
Title XX.of the Social Security Act:

Social-Services Amer:clients of 1974

Public Law 93 -647,.set. 2 (Jan. 4, 1975)

o Established Title XX: of the Social.Security Act.

0 Incorporated a modified form of PI= as funding

requirements for day care services, sec. 2002(a)

(9)(A), of. Title U.

13 4

N

Title XX Fr=

42 USC 1397a



A.

o Sec. 2002(i)(9)(8) called for report of appropriateness of the

requirements imposed by subparagraph (A) and gave Secretary of

Health, Education, and WelfaFe authority to change the require-

manta'. ..

o Sec. 2002(a) (9)(C)
specifically superseded the requirements .

of sec. 522(d) of the Econanic Opportunity Act, the original

PiDCP; mandate.

o Sec. 3(f) of Public Law 93-647 imposed the requirementa of sec.

2002(a)(9)(A) on Title TV-A and IV-B (Social Security Act) day

care services, superseding
requirements of sec. 522(d) of the

Economic Opportunity Act. \,

Publiclaw .94-0120, sec.. 3 (Oct. 21, 1975)

o Suspended PI= staffing standards for children aged 6 weeks to

, 6 years, under .certain conditions, effective to PebrUary, 1976.

Public Lmw 94-401,, sec.2 (Sept. 7, 1976)

o Sec. 2 extended au.spension of staffing standards to Sept. 30, 1977.

o Sec.') provided an additional $40 million.in Title XX funds at

100 percent matck for daycare services-for the period'aily1 to

41440t. 30, 1916, and an additional $200*L1Lion, under tho sate

provision, for the period Oct. 1, 1976, to Sept,. 30, 1977.

o Sea. 5 permitted waiving of staffing standards when fewer then'-

20 percent Title XX children are in care.

o Sec. 5 determined that in calculating the child-staff ratio for .

family day care homes, the number of children in care'shall include

the Oildren of the caregiver under 6 yearn of age.

Public Law 95-171 (Nov. 12, 1977)

o Sec. 1(a) made an additional $200 mdllion in Title XX funds

available at 100 percent match for day care services for the

period Oct. 1, 1977, to Sept. 30, 1978.

o Sec. 1(b) extended provision for calculation of child-staff ratio

in family day care homes to Sept. 3011978.

o Sec. 1(d) extended suspension of staffing standards to Sept. 30,

1978.
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